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ADVERTISEMENT 
The publications of the Museum of Zoology, University of Michi- 
gan, consist of two series-the Occasional Papers and the Miscel- 
laneous Publicatioiis. Both series were fouiided by Dr. Bryant  
Walker, Mr. Bradshaw H. Swales, ant1 Dr. W. W. Neweomb. 
The Occasional Papers, pttblicatioii of which was begull i11 1913, 
serve as a medium for original studies based priucipally upon the 
rollectio~ls in  the Museum. The papers are issued separately to 
libraries and specialists, and, wlien a sufficient nluiiiber of pages have 
been printed to malie a volume, a title page, table of contents, and 
index are supplied to libraries and iiidividuals on the mailing list 
for  the entire series. 
The Miscellaneous Publications, which include papers on field and 
nlrlseuni techniques, monographic studies, and other contributions 
not nrithiii the scope of the Oceasioilal Papers, are published sepa- 
rately, and, as i t  is not iilteiided that they will be grouped illto vol- 
umes, each number has a title page, and, when necessary, a table of 
co~ltents. 
FREDERICK M. GAIGE 
Director of the Museum of Zoology 
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A REVISION OF THE BLACK BASSES (MICROPTERUS 
AND HURO), WITH DESCRIPTIONS OF 
FOUR NEW FORMS 
INTRODUCTION 
UNTIL reeeiitly the North American fresh-water centrarchids lrnonii as 
black bass liad long beell referred to 1 genus ancl 2 species, il1~cropterzcs 
dolontiezc and Mzcroptcrais salmoades. I n  1926 the largemouthed species 
salrr~oicics was set apart  ill a distillet genus, A p l i t e s  (Hnbbs, 1926 : 69 and 
71), aiid in the following year a third species, Microptcra~s pseudaplites, 
was described (Hubbs, 1927) .  Except for differences of opiiiioil regard- 
ing the generic and specific iioilleliclature of the largemouthed bass, this 
classification of the blaclr basses llas beell generally followed. It has iiow 
become evident, however, that the spotted bass (~Wacropter~cs p eacdaplztes) 
was in  all probabiIity described by Rafilicsque, aiitl i t  is proposed that the 
name Micropteracs pzcnctzrlalzis be used for this species. 
There is evideiice indicating the existence of a fourth species of blaclr 
bass, here named Macroptcrtis coosac, and of 3 new subspecies: M. pzinctzc- 
latzcs wicllitae, M .  p. ltenskallc, and M. d o l o n ~ ~ e z c  velox.  The 4 iiew blaclr 
basses clcscribecl i11 this paper are cornpared with the 3 Forms previously 
recognizecl. The largeniouthed bass is characterized in  the lrey and is 
discussed iiome~zclatorially. According to present interpretations, its name 
shoultl stand as H ~ c r o  salmoidcs (Lac6p;de). No aiialysis has been inade 
of the local variations 01 this species, althongli there are iiidicatioiis that 
it is a complex of snbspecies. 
Even after the separation of the 4 additional species and subspecies, the 
classificatioil of the fornis of M ~ c r o p l e r u s  ill certain regions appears to be 
confused or inconiplete. In the souther11 par t  of the Ohio River drainage 
basin Microptertcs d o l o n r i e ~  differs coilsiderably from the typical subspecies, 
and in  several characters approaches M .  d,  velox. I n  the southern states the 
characters of the forms of Micropte~ ,us  are confused, which suggests that 
other localized variants reuiaili nnnanled (see Map 1) or that interspecific 
hybridization has caused the observed variation (pp. 19-20, 28 and 4 1 ) .  
Two specimens are definitely indicated as hybrids between M. dolomiez~  and 
M. p pzc~zctzclatzis, aiid another is interpreted as a hybrid between M. coosae 
ancl M.  p. Jwnshallz (pp. 3 9 4 1 ) .  
The group of the black basses (Micropterzcs and EIlcro) is regarded as 
a tribe (Micropterini ,  nerv name) of the subfamily Lepomiliae. 
Ill sunlmary, the proposed classificatioil aiid noinenelatnre of the blacli 
basses is as follows : 
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Fainily Centrarchidae Cope1 
Subfamily 1. Leponlinae Gill" 
Tribe 1. Micropterini,%ew name 
Genus 1. Micvoptewcs Lac4p6de 
1. 31. p~rnctzclutzcs (Rafinesque), spotted bass 
In.  M .  p. pacnctl~latus (Rafinesque), northern spotted 
bass. 
16. M. p. henshalli ,  new subspecies, Alabama spotted 
bass. 
l c .  M. p. wichitne, new subspecies, Wichita spotted 
bass. 
2. M .  coosne, new species, redeyed bass 
3. M.  do lo f l z i e~~  LacEp;de, smallmouthed bass 
3a. M.  d .  velox,  new subspecies, Neosho sinall- 
mouthed bass 
3b. M.  d .  dolonziezc Lackpgde, northern small- 
mouthed bass 
Genus 2. H u r o  Cnvier 
4. H.  s a l m o i d ~ s  (Laccpgde) , largemouthed bass 
(Subspecies not yet delimited) 
This revision of the black basses is based on a critical examination of 
the extensive material deposited in the Sollowiilg collections: 
Uiiiversity of Michigan Museum of Zoology (1I.M.M.Z.) 
Uiiited States National Museuin (U.S.N.M.) 
Museunl of Comparative Zoology (M.C.Z.) 
Academy of' Natural Sciences of Pllilaclelphia (P.A.N.S.) 
Utriversity of Olrlahonla Museum of Zoology (U.O.M.Z.) 
Alabama Polytechnic Institute (A.P.I.) 
Iowa State College (I.S.C.) 
Southern Biological Supply Conlpaliy (S.B.S.C.) 
Illinois State Natural History Survey (material of Micropterz~s  
pz~nctzclatus) 
We are very grateful to the directors and curators of these institutions for  
their generosity in  making the niaterial in  their care available to us. 
F. E. Guyton, of Alabama Polytechnic Institute, has graciously granted 
us priority in  the iianiing of Micvopter~rs coosac, ~vhich he also recognized 
as a new species. A. I. Orteaburger, of the University of Oklahoma, has 
1 Cope (1868: 216). 
2 Gill (18G4: 92) ; Jordan (1877b: 31). 
3 This group has bren called Mieroptcrinae by Gill (in Jordan, 1877b : 33 ) and others, 
and t l ~ c  name Micropteridac was proposed for  the family by Fowler (1906: 513). 
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given us permission to describe iM. pzcnctulatz~s wiclzitae, almost all of the 
specimens of which were collected under his supervision. Records and 
other information of material value i11 rouiidiilg out our treatment of the 
basses have been freely placed a t  our disposal by Miltoil B. Trautnian, 
David I-I. Thompson, Edward C. Raney, Percy Viosca, Jr., Eugene R. Kuhne, 
and other ichthyologists. 
In the vertebral count the hypural is iiicluded as 1 vertebra, and the 
first vertebra with a well-developed haemal spine is treated as the first 
caudal vertebra. The scales are counted: ( a )  along the lateral line, from 
the last one in contact with the shoulder girdle to the structural base of 
the cauclal fin; ( 0 )  above the lateral line, downward and backward from 
the origin of the dorsal fin to but not iiicluding the lateral-line row, and 
includiiig the small scales near the origin of the fin; (c) below the lateral 
line, from the origin of the anal fin, including the small scales, upward 
aiid forward to but not including the lateral-line row; (cl) around the 
caudal peduncle, enumerating the minimum number of rows around the 
slenderest point of the caudal peduncle; and (e )  on the cheek, counting 
the rows which cross the shortest line from the eye to the posteroventral 
angle of the preopercle. The last ray of the dorsal and anal fins is always 
treated as a double ray divided to the base of the fin. In the pectoral fin 
all rays are enumerated, including the short uppermost ray which closely 
adheres to the secoizd one (the first well-developed ray) and all small rays 
a t  the ventral end of the fin. 
The measurements, made with dividers and read to the nearest 0.1 inm., 
on a steel rule, are expressed as thousandths of the standard length (the 
length from the anterior end of the upper jaw to the structural base of the 
caudal rays; distinguished from the total length, which is measured from 
the tip of the mandible to the end of the caudal fin). For the type speci- 
mens oiily, the proportioils are also expressed as the number of times each 
given measurement enters either the standard length or the length of the 
head, when the measurement is stepped over the curve of the body or head. 
The length of the caudal peduncle is talieii fro111 the posterior end of the 
anal base to the base of the caudal rays at  the lateral line. The length 
of the pectoral fin is the distance froin the base of the uppermost ray to 
the tip of the fin; that of the pelvic fin is the distaizce from the base of the 
spine to the tip of the fin. The head is measured from the front end of 
the upper jaw to the tip of the opercular membrane. The length of the 
orbit is obtained by placing the tips of the dividers a t  the edges of the 
eye and spreading theill with a gentle pressure. The interorbital width 
is measured by pressing the points together to approximate as nearly as 
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practicable the least bony width. The lengt l~ of the lower jaw is ta1rt.n 
from its anteriormost tip to the posterior end of the angular. 
I11 the description of each new form, llie nieasurenients and coullts of 
the holotype are given. Ranges and averages of tlle ilieasurellients are 
presented in  Table 111, and freqncncies ant1 averages for the counts ill 
Tables IV-VII. The body proportions are expressed as the number of 
tirries each measurement, as talcen ~v i t h  dividers, may be stepped into the 
staiidarcl length, and as tliollsandtlis of this leiigth. The head proportioils 
arc similarly expressed with tlre head length as the base. 
I i E Y  TO T H E  FORMS O F  MICROl-'1'ERlJX AND HUR04 
In.-Centrnrchidae with 3 anal spines (vcry rarely 2 or 4) ; G bra~ieliiostcg:~ls (very r:rrely 
75) ; villiform teeth on palatines and ectopterygoids, but none on entoptcrygoids, 
present or absent on glossohyal; bifid opercle (with loxver lobe much longer than 
upper, especially in adult) ,  rigid to t i p ;  largc mouth (mnxillary extending a t  
1e:~st to below center of pupil) ; well-developed supramasillary; entire prc- 
operclc; 31-33 rertebr:rr; 14 or 15 precnudal vertebrae (vcry rarely 13 or 16) ; 
55-81 scales along lateral line; 9-20 scale rows 011 check; 9-11 dorsal spincs; 
anal bnse less than 11:rlf dorsal base; moder:~tely compressed, elongate body 
(depth about one-third to one-fiftli st:lnd:rrd length in juvonilcs, but increasilig 
with age) ; size, large (greater t11:in 12 iliches :IS the masiniurii in a11 species).- 
'I'ribc Micropterini (new n:nnc) of tlrc sr~hfanlily Lepolninae. 
3c.-Pyloric caeca typically simple (occusionnlly 1 or 2 brnnclied). Outline of 
spinous dorsal mealtly curved to moder:~tely angulate; s p i ~ ~ o u s  and soft 
portions of fill mcll conl~ectcd; tlre shortest spinc a t  emargination of fin 
(typic:~lly the nintli spine), 1.1 to 2.5 in longest spinc. Anal and soft  
dorsal with scales on interradial ~iic~nl)r:~nes near their bases. Clleek 
scales, usually in 12 or Inore rows (occ:isionally 10 or 11 in coosuc and 11 
in p l~n r tu lo t~~ , s )  ; moutli, ~noderntc (upper ,j:l\v extending litt,le or not a t  
all beyond eye in adult Genus Jficroptrri~s 
3a.-Dorsal soft rays, 12 (infrequently 11 or 13) ; anal soft rays, 10 (occn- 
sionally 9 or 11 ) ; pectoral rays, 15 or 16 (vcry mrcly 14 or 17).  
Scales above 1atcr:ll line, 7-10; bcloxv lateral line, 14-19. Vcrte- 
brae, normally 14 + 18 = 32. Larger individuals wit11 a, dark strealc 
along each ves~trolnter:~l se:lle row. (See alternatives 36 and 3c.) 
la.-Color p :~ t t e r s~  consisti~rg chiefly of a lateral series of dark 
hlotcl~es ~vllictr tend to be confluent, so ns to form an irregu- 
l:rr 1ongitudisr:~l stripc; basal caudal spot (and opercular 
spot) prorrrinent; dark b:~rld on c:~udal lobes of young colr- 
spienous. Caudal peduncle typic:~lly more slr~ldcr and clan- 
gate. 1'rcdors:rl colrtour flatter; tlre  nuzzle more produced. 
Slrortest dors:rl sl)ine a t  emargination of fin, not more tlian 
0.6 as long as  t,lre 1ongc:st spine (see also 3 b ) .  
1. Microptrr7ts punctulatzts 
4 This hey is purportedly ~intural ,  nit11 a single exception: The characters of Mtcrop- 
terus pctnctitlat1ts ui?ch?tue (:I form luglrly localized in Oklnhonla) call for i ts  separation 
from the otlier subspecies of p~cnctct1ntit.s. 
6 011 1 side of 1 specimen (of Z7211.o salnloide.~), out of 146 counts for the tribe. 
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5a.-Scales along lateral line, usually 60-68 (extreme range, 
55-72) ; around caudal peduncle, usually 23-26 (ex- 
treme range, 22-27). Pectoral rays, more frequcntly 
15 than 16. Typically less eloiigatc ( a t  comparable 
sizes). Southern Ohio and West Virginia to southern 
Illinois, soulkeastern Kansas, eastern and soull~ern 
Oklahoma, and eastern Texas; east to Mississippi and 
lo the Tennessee River drainage of Tennessee, d l a -  
bama, and Virginia; recently in,trodnced into Cali- 
fornia and South Africa. ............ l a .  M .  p. punctulatus 
5b.-Scales along lateral line, usually 68-75 (extreme range, 
68-77) ; around caudal peduncle, usually 27-28 (cx- 
trernc range, 26-29). Pectoral rays, more frequently 
16 than 15. Typically Inore elongate ( a t  comparable 
sizes). Alabama Iliver system of Jfissis.sippi, Ala- 
bama, and Georgia, intergrading with typical punctu- 
latns near t7~e coast along t7~e eastern part  of the 
Gulf of Mexico. ...................... l b .  M. p. 7~ensl~alli 
4b.-Color pattern coilsisting principally of vertical dark bars, which 
are frequently faint  and always obscured ~vitll age, and on 
the caudal peduncle are often nlodified into light centered 
rhombs; basal caudal spot not prominent; band on caudal 
lobes of youiig f a i ~ l t  or obsolete. Caudal pedu~~e lc  typically 
deeper and shorter. Predorsal contour more rouniled (simu- 
lating tha t  of M. d. dolomieu). Shortest dorsal spine a t  
emargination of fin, typically more than 0.6 as long as  the 
longest spine (about as  in M. d. dolomieu). 
5c.-Scales along 1ater:~l line, usu:~lly 67-72 (extreme range, 
63-77) ; around caudal pedu~lcle, usually 26-30 (ex- 
treme range, 25-31). Typically robust. Soutl~east- 
ern streams from the Alabama to the Suvannalz, 
ge7zerally in t7te z1,pZanils. ........... 2. Mic~oplerzrs coosae 
3b.G-Dorsal soft rays, 12-14, us11:~lly 13;  anal soft mys, 10 (frequently 11, 
rarely 9)  ; pectoral rays, 14-17, usually 15 or 16. Scales above 
lateral line, 8-11, usually 9 ; below lateral line, 15-19. Vertebrae, 
14 or 15  + 17 or 18 = 32 (occasionally 31 or 33). Larger indi- 
riduals with or without streaks along ventrolateral scale rows. 
4c.-Color pattern very variable, i n  the young approaching tha t  of 
M. dolomiezr, with age becoming banded as  in punctnlatus 
or very much speckled; basal caudal spot well developed in 
young, sometimes disrupted in adult ;  dark band on caudal 
lobcs of young conspicuous. Caudal peduncle about as in 
M. p. p?tnctulatus. Predorsal colltour variable, but gener- 
ally Aattisli 2nd the muzzle produced. Shortcst dorsal spine 
a t  cinarginatioii of fin, typically less than 0.6 as  long a s  the 
lollyest spine. 
c Note that  the items 3b,  4c, and 5d apply only to a form confilled to a very small area 
in Oltlahoma. 
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A?.-Scales along lateral line, 62-70; around caudal peduncle, 
23-29. Typically rather elongate. West Cacl~e Creek 
172 Waeluta illountain.c, Oklaho~na. 
l c .  Mecropterus pnlnctulatus wachztae 
3c.-Dorsal soft rays, 13-15 (very rarely 12) ; anal soft rays, 11 (occasion- 
ally 10 or 12, very rarely 9) ; pectoral rays, 16-18 (almost never 
15).  Scales above lateral line, 12 or 13  (rarely 11 or 14) ; below 
lateral line, us11:illy 20-23 (range, 19-25). Vertebrae, normally 
15 t 17 = 32. No regular streaks along vent ro l~~tera l  scale rows. 
4rl.-Color pattern consisting of bars (but note differences described 
in items Ga and Gh) ; basal caudal spot moderately developed 
in young, obsolescent wit11 age; dark bands on caudd  lobes 
of young conspicuous. Caudal peduncle typically deep and 
short. Shortest dorsal spine a t  ernargination of fin more 
than lralf as  long ns longest spine. 
5e.-Scales along lateral line, usually 69-77 (extreme range, 
67-81) ; around caudal peduncle, usually 29-31 (cx- 
treine range, 28-32). 3. Xacropterus dolomeeu 
6a.-Dorsal rays, usually X, 13; ranging from I X  (com- 
monly) to X I  (rarely), 11-15 (2 counts of 11, 
4 of 1 5 ) ;  sum of dorsal spines and soft  rays, 
21-23 in about 76 per cent of specimens 
eounted. Predorsal contour straighter and 
form more slender, especially in young; depth, 
3.8-4.3 in young less than 75 mm. long. Lower 
jaw pro.jeeting so tha t  the teeth are  visible 
from al)ove. Teeth developed on tongue in 
more than half the specimens. Dark bars of 
young generally less elevated and broader, in 
large young tending to form hollow rhombs. 
T~ibutar ies  of tibe Arkansas River system in 
northeaste~n Oklahon~a and western Arlcansas 
and the hendwaters of the same streams in 
Missouri (and presztnzabl?y in Kansas).  
3a. AT. d. velox 
6b.-Dorsal rays, usually X, 14; ranging from I X  to  XI  
(rarely varying from X),  13  (rarely; 1 count 
of 12) to 15;  sum of dorsal spines and soft  
rays, 24 or 25 in more than 90 per cent of 
specimens counted. Predorsnl contour more 
rounded and form more robust; depth, typi- 
cally 3.2-3.8 in young less than 75 mm. long. 
Lower jaw typically little projecting, with tlie 
teeth scarcely or not visible from above. 
Teetlr usually lacking on tongue (except to- 
ward the south). Dark bars of young typically 
very high and narrow, not tending to  form 
hollo\v rhombs. Originall?y from Quebec t o  
northern Winnesota, south to Arkansas and the 
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Tennessee Ricer drainage of Alabama; not 
east of the Alleglbeny Mountains. 
3b. M. d. dolo~niezc 
2b.-Pyloric caeca mostly bifid near base. Outline of s p i ~ ~ o u s  dorsal sharply angu- 
late; spinous and soft portio~is of fin almost separated; the sliortest spine 
a t  elnargination of fin, 2.4-3.9 in longest spine, and membranes between 
short spines deeply ~nclscd. AII:L~ 2nd soft dorsal without scales on inter- 
radial nlc~nbranes (riot corrsidering the basal sheath of scales). Cl~eelr 
scales in 9-12 rows. Mouth, large (upper jaw extending beyond eye in 
adults). Genus n u r o  
3tl.-Dorsal soft rays, usually 13 or 13 (rarely 11 or 14) ; anal soft rays, 11 
(rarely 10 or 12) ; pectoral rays, usrrally 14 or 15  (extrerne range, 
13-17) Scales ahote lateral line, 7-9; below lateral line, 14-17. 
Vertebrae usilally 15 t 17 = 32. hTo regular streahs along ventro- 
lateral scale rows. 
4e.-Color pattern coiisisti~ig clricfly of a ratlier regular longitudinal 
dalk stripe; l~asa l  caud:il spot snl:lll, but distinct, especially 
in yonng; dark t)a~irl on cnudal lobes of young usually faint, 
varying from absent to ru t l~er  nell developed (best devel- 
oped in sont l~) .  C:rnd:ll 1)edunclc rather robust. Prcdorsal 
conto~ir ~a t l i c r  s t ~ o ~ l g l y  elctntcd, and becoming concave with 
age. 
sf.-Scales along lateral line, usually 59-68 (extremc rangc, 
58-69) ; around caudal pedr~ncle, usl~ally 26-28 (ex- 
tre~iie range, 24-30). 1'ypic.ally ratlrer robust. 01.191- 
  ally froqu routltc~rn Canada tlbrozcghoul llte entire 
Great Lakes s y s t e ? ~ ~  and Wississippi Valley to north- 
e a s l e r ~ ~  Mcxico and Florida, and north along tlte 
couslal plain to Virginia. ... .... ..... .. 4. Huro sulnzoides 
GENUS ililICROPTERUS LACBPBDE 
&Pieropterl~s.-Laci.pi.de, 1802 : 324-26. Haplotype, Jficroptercls dolo?t~iez~ LaedpSide. 
Callizlr?~s.-Rafincsquc, 1819: 420. Haplotype, Calliniriis pz~nct~~la t i i s  Rafinesque. 
Aplites.-lZafincsquc, 1820: 30. Logotype, Lepo~rris pallida Rafinesque, designated by 
Jordan and Gilbert, 1877: 86. 
hTe~noco?r~p.si.s.-R:~fi~~esque, 1820: 31. Ilaplotypc, Lepo1ni.s fZezzio1ari.s Rafincsquc. 
Diop1ilcs.-Rafi~~cscjuc, 1820 : 32. Logotypc, Lcpom%s safinaonea Eafinesque, desigilnted by 
Jordnn and Gilbert, 1877: 86. 
Aples%or~.-Ra.finesyue, 1820: 36. Logotype, Ell~co.slonaa callivra Rafinesque, designated 
by Jordan and Gilbert, 1877: 86. 
Grystcs.-Cuvicr, in Cilvicr and Valcncicnnes, 1829: 54. Logotype, Labrus salrnoidcs 
J~acbpi:dc, designated by Jordan and Gilbert, 1877: 88 (Grystes sulmoitles [Lac& 
l>i.de] Cuvier = Micropter?cs d. doloinicu). Spelled Grisles by some authors. 
The synonymy give11 abovc includcs references to the original descrip- 
tion of fiilicroptc~tu and its synonyms, with type designations. A full  
synonymy, with the cllaracterizations gircn by subsequent as well as orig- 
inal describers, was elaborated by Hellshall (1881 : 65-78). Of the names 
listed by Henshall, Uzwo alone seenis applicable to the genus now recog- 
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nized for the largemouthed bass. A p l i t c s  IZafiiiesql~e and Grys tcs  Cuvier 
have also been applied to that genus (see p. 36),  but are now interpreted 
as synonynis of Micropterzcs. 
We here recogiiize as referable to Mict.opte~zcs 3 species and a total of 
6 forms. 
SPOTTED BASS 
1. Microp terus  p ~ c n c t z ~ l a t u s  (Rafinesque) 
This name, as indicated in the syilonyniy of the typical subspecies, is 
accepted as applicable to the recently described species known as spotted 
bass or Heiltucky bass. I11 addition to M .  p. punc tu la tus  we recognize 2 
ne\v subspecies. 
NORTHERN SPOTTED BASS 
la .  Microptcrtcs pz~nctzclatus pzcnctzclatus (Rafinesque) 
(Map 1; PI. I, Fig. 2 ;  PI. 11, Fig. 1.) 
Calliul-16s pu.llct.ulatus.-Rafii~esque, 1819 : 420 (original description ; Oliio River) ; 1820 : 
26-27 (spelled punetulatuse, presumably by misprint; locality more specifically 
stated as F:~lls of the Oliio and neighboring streams). 
Bdicropter~as punctislal us.-I<ullne, 1939 : 100 (characters and habitat) .  Ilarrison, 
1939: 1-5 (introduction into Soutli Africa). 
Microptcrus picnclulutus punct?~latus.-l<uline, 1939: Fig. 66. 
ZLepon~is pal1ida.-R:~finesque, 1820: 30-31 (original description; the Ohio River, Miami 
Jliver, Hocltl~ocking River, etc.; not clearly identifiable, but here interpreted as  
a conlplex of this species and M. d. dolomieu, and as nomenclatorially referable 
to punctulatus) . 
1Etlceostoma cal1aicra.-Raiinrsw, 1820: 36 (original description; the Ohio River, Salt 
River, etc.; not clearly identifiable, but here interpretcd as a complex of this 
species and M. d. do1omlc.11, and as nomenclatorially referable to punctulatzis). 
Dioplztes 7'reczil~a.-Valllant and Bocourt, 1874: PI. 4, Fig. 2 (original indication by 
figure; San Antonio de Besar, Texas). 
Microplem~s n?tccens%s var. trcczi1ii.-Vaillant and Bocourt, 1883: 142 (original 
text description). 
ilficroplemas jloridanzas (misidentification; not Cichla flot.idana LeSuenr; see Huhbs, 1927: 
3) .-Cope, 1880 : 31-32 (conipariso~is ; Jollilson Fork of Llano River, Texas). 
Micropterus saln~oirlcs (misi(1e11tifications ; not of Lac6pitde ; see Hubbs, 1927 : 3-4) .- 
Jordan and Gilbert, 1886 : 21 (comparison : Rio Colorado, Texas). Henshall, 
1889: 29, and 1904: 45 (in pa r t ;  vr~riants from St. Francis River, Arlcansas). 
Goldsborougl~ and Clark, 1908 : 37 (in par t ;  variants from Iaeger, West Virginia). 
Micropterzcs pse~~daplitcs.-Iluh13s, MS, in Ortenburger and Hubbs, 1927: 137 (nomen 
ntcd,~~m) ; I-Tubbs, 1927: 1-15, P1. 1, Figs. 2, 3, 5, P1. 2, map (original description; 
Forbusli Creek, Mill Springs, Iientueky ; range) . Jordan, 1929 : 146 (diagnosis). 
Jordan, Evermaml, and Clark, 1930 : 298 (misspelled pseudoplites) . Viosca, 
1932: 95-98, 1 pl., 1 map (ecology). IIowlnnd, 1932a: 1-19, 5 figs.; 193221 : 
88-94; and 1933: 185-88 (ecology, distribution, and propagation in Ohio). 
Wiclcliff and 'J'rautman, 1935: 19, 1 fig., 1 map (Ohio). Hubbs and Bailey, 
1938: 15-18, PI. I, Fig.  2 (comparison). Brown, 1939: 310, 312, Fig.  112 
(introductioii into California). 
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Since this species was described by Hubbs (1927) as Micropterzcs 
pseudaplites, its distilictness has been abundantly confirmed by the sub- 
sequent authors cited above, in the last item of the synonymy. The work 
of Howland and of WieliliE and Trautman, as well as our own examina- 
tions, has shown that i t  is the most abundant bass of the upper Ohio 
River and of the parts of Ohio adjacent to that river. This discovery has 
led to a reopening of the question as to whether Rafiiiesque had this form 
crion. when he described several nominal species of bass from the same re,' 
Although the presumably clearer and certainly less impounded waters of 
Rafinesque's time would have favored the smallmouthed bass (M. d. dolo- 
mieu) rather than the spotted bass, i t  can hardly be questioned that the 
present form was common, aiid in all probability was handled by 
Rafiiiesque. 
A re-examiiiatioa of Rafinesque7s descriptioiis in the light of this evi- 
dence indicates that his oldest name for a bass, Calli~~rzcs punctzilatus 
(1819: 420), was based on the species named Micropterzis pseudaplites by 
Hubbs. The original description was as follows: 
C .  punctulatus. Olivgtrc, pnrscm6 dc points noirs trhs-rapproclr6s, ligne laterale peu 
10 3 couubbc; qucuc bilobec, jaunc 5 la base, noirc au milieu, blanche au bout. D.-, A. -, P. 
14 10 
15, D. 24. Noms vulgaircs dc 170hio Black-perch et Fine-tail. 
This description applies best to the spotted bass with respect to the 
promillent black spots, which snggested the name, and to the number of 
anal and pectoral rays, but not to the number of dorsal rays. The sup- 
pleinentary description in IchtlzyologW Ohiensas (1820: 26-27) applies, in 
the followiiig characters, much better to the spotted bass than to the other 
species: "Lower jaw longer: body . . . . crowded with blacliish dots: 
head . . . . flattened above: tail . . . . base yellow . . . . from four to 
twelve inches long . . . . anal fin with 13 rays . . . . Pectoral . . . . 
with 15 rays." Only the indicated number (14) of dorsal soft rays 
applies better to M. dolomielc. I t  secms sufficielstly clear that the name 
Micropterzcs punctulatzis (Rafinescjnc) belongs with the spotted bass, re- 
placing M. pseztdapl7tes Hubbs. We are told by Milton B. Trautman that 
the vernacular name "painted-tail," attributed by llafinesque to his G. 
pzinctulatus, niay still be hcard in Ohio. 
Two of Rafinesque's names dating from 1820 may be associated nomen- 
clatorially witti this species (see synonymy), although the characters as 
given fit pzcnct~clatus in part aiid dolonaiezc in part. His other names seem 
to fit dolonzie?c. better, and may be listed in the synonymy of that species. 
The figure of Dioplites Trecl~lii Viiillant and Bocourt and the snbse- 
queiit description of "Micropterzrs nzcecensis var. treczclii" agree soniewhat 
better with Micropt~r~is  pzinc1zilatzis than with IIuro salmoides. A 
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gracious re-exami~iatiorl of the type specimen by Jaccll~es Yellegril~ coilfirms 
this inclication. He  reports the followiilg characters: dorsal, IX, 12;  anal. 
111, 10 ;  pec~torals, 15-15; scales, 8-60-15 ; lingual teeth present (as a sinall 
patch) ; srnall scales evident on lnenlbraiies between dorsal soft rays;  upper 
,jaw, 2.2 ill head; no dark lines visible [likely f'aded?J ialong scale rows 
be10117 lateral line; standard length, 240 mm.; total length, 297 mni. Tlie 
iialile trccrtlii will be available for a. subspecies, i f  tlle \r;iriatiot~s exhibited 
by the specics in the virii~ity of Sat1 h i i t o~~ io ,  Texas, be decmed sufficient 
to wat.rarrt nornenclatorial recognition. 
The characters of this subspecies are stated in  the liey. Variational 
data arc give11 in Tables 11-VII. The distribution of the Sorni is intlicated 
by tlie nrunerous record stations plotted on Map 1. 
It. W. Eschnicycr sentls us ii~for~liutioii on ii sl~ottccl bass larger tllan 
ally previonsljr reported. This fish, 17; inches long am1 neigl~ing 3 poui~ds, 
15 omlces, JVRS caught in Norris Lalie, Tennessee. 
ALABAMA SPOTTED BASS 
lb .  Micropterus punctulatus henshalli, ue\v srtbspecics 
(Ma11 1; Pl. I, P'ig. 3 ;  Pl. IV, Fig.  I.) 
$I.imoptcr?~s pal l idus  (in 1)srt ; misidentific:~tions, not  Lcpo??c.is pnlPitla Itafiiicsql~c) .-
Jord:rn, 1 .877~:  314; aild J o ~ d a n  nncl Urnyton, 1878: 46 (Coos:~ Rivcr system, 
Georgia) . 
Afic~opte'i-11s p.scr~rloplite,s.-l-Iul,l,s, I927 : 13 (in p:rrt; record for  Eto~vtrl~ River, Georgia). 
This I'o'ii~ represer~ts t l ~ e  species in the Alabama, Eivel. system in Mis- 
sissippi, Alnbai~~a,  ncl Georgia, a ~ ~ t l  i~i tc~grat lcs  with N .  11. pz~?zclzdat~is  
in tlie lo\vcr 1l:scarnlr)ia ltivcr systein in Esca~nbia and C o n e c ~ ~ l ~  colulties, 
Alabirina, alltl fro111 tlie Pascaconla atid Pei~rl  Eiver. spsteins in Mississippi 
to the trjbr~taries of Lalie Pot~tchar-trail1 in Mississippi and Louisiai~a. I t  
agrees with the typical snbspecics ill most respects alitl differs (>hiefly- in thc 
snialler size of the scales (scc jteins :?a and 511 O F  the liey ant1 Tables V-VI) 
ant1 ill tllc ino1.e elongate I'ornl at coinparable sizes (compare Figs. 2 and 3, PI. 
1 ) .  The pectoral ray.; iiverage hieher, a i~ t l  are more frequently 16 thatl 15, 
ratlrcr tllall the reverse (Table IV) .  
Inacleqrlate inaterial from tlie Chattalloocllee, Apalachicola, Ocm-rilger, 
ailti Savanna11 River syst enis (of G e ~ ~ g i i ~ ,  A1 ahamn, Florida, and Sonth 
Carolina) prevents a clear ui~derstandilrg of the black basses of tliese drain- 
age basins. I t  scems not i1nl)robable that a t  least 1 additional form may- 
be repi-esented ill the sorltheast. A large specimen from tlie Chipola River 
ill the Apalac21icola River system in wpstern klloritla has distiuctive 
feat-r~res ailcl reliiaii~s u~lidentified (Map 1) . The proble~ii is 1-eceivi~ig 
further study. 
I~oLoTYI'E.-~J.~/I.M.Z. NO. 118297 ; an i i~i inatu~e,  yearling female 113 
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mm. in standard leiigth, 138 mm. over all; collected by I?. E. Guyton on 
June 27, 1931, i11 Uphapee Creelr, tributary to Tallapoosa River of the 
Alabaina River system, 4 miles east of Tuskegee, Macoil County, Alabama. 
DESCRIPTION.--T~~ lorm is eloilgate, becoming inore with age; 
greatest depth, 4.0 (238). Least depth of caudal peduncle, 9.1 (104). 
The caudal peduncle is elongate; its length, 4.0 (248). The body is mod- 
erately compressed; greatest width, 6.3 (158). Length of head, 2.95 (338) ; 
relatively larger in young. The dorsal fin is rather deeply emarginate; 
the shortest spine a t  the rather deep emargiiiatioil of the dorsal fin is 
coiltailled 2.0 times i11 (is 51 per cent of) the longest; the fifth aiid longest 
spine, 12.3 (80) ; the spinous part becomes relatively lower with age. The 
rounded soft dorsal agrees with that of the genotype, M. d. dolonbiezc, in 
having scales on the nieinbraiies near the base; its height is less than the 
basal length and about equal to the height 01 the anal; longest ray, 7.5 
(129). Tlle graduated anal spines beconle relatively shorter with age; the 
third and longest, 4.5 i11 head (73). The rounded anal fin becomes rela- 
tively slightly lower with age; the nlenibraiies bear scales ilear tlie base; 
loiigest ray, 7.1 (136). The pectoral fill is short and rounded; length, 6.3 
(153). The pelvic is short and becomes relatively soi~iewhat shorter with 
age; leiigth, 6.3 (154). Length of caudal fin from middle of base to tip 
of longest ray, 4.3 (227) ; leiigth of shortest median ray, 6.4 (146), or 1.6 
in tlie length of the fin. Tip of s i i o ~ ~ t  to origin of dorsal, 2.3 (411) ; tip of 
lower jaw to insertion of pelvic, 2.8 (359) ; thence to origin of anal, 3.5 
(282). 
Width of slender head, 2.0 (486) ; increasing with age. Length of 
siiout, 3.5 (289) ; increasing slightly with age. The orbit becornes rela- 
tively inuch smaller with age; length, 4.9 (207). The flat interorbital 
becomes wider with age; least bony width, 5.0 (202). The maxillary ex- 
tends to below the posterior i1iargiii of the pupil; length of upper jaw, 2.1 
(454) ; increasing with age. The lower jaw projects slightly; the length, 
increasing with age, 1.7 (564). 
Dorsal, X, 12; anal, 111, 10; pectorals, 17-17 (usually 15 or 16). 
Scales, 9-74-19; 29 rows aronnd caudal peduncle and 15 rows on cheek. 
Vertebrae, 14 + 18 = 32 i11 17 paratypes, 14 -1- 17 = 31 in 1, aiid 13 + 19 = 32 
ill 1. 
Glossohyal teeth forming a small patch in the liolotype, but absent i11 
2 specimens of the 22 examiiied for this character. Gill-ralrers on first 
arch, 2 + 6 (usually 2 -F 6 or 2 + 7, very rarely 2 i 8 or 3 + 7).  Pyloric 
caeca not branched at  base. 
Largest specimen examined, 166 inin. in standard length and 203 inin. 
in total length. 
The diamond-shaped, darlr blotches forming a mid-lateral series on the 
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body of the young beconie confluent posteriorly ill some specimens to form 
a rather regular stripe on the caudal peduncle. I11 older speciineils the 
blotclles become progressively more confluent, so that  the lateral stripe is 
more regular, approaching that of H w o .  The dorsl~ni and dorsolateral 
region are irregularly blotched or mottled, in sharp contrast to the lighter 
color below the lateral band. The ve~itrolateral longitudiiial strealts 
characteristic of the adult of M. p. pz~nctzblntzu are imperfectly developed 
i n  the holotype of M. p. l ~ c n s k a l l ~ ,  but are well sliown by other specimens. 
The characteristically darli basal caudal spot serves as one of the best cri- 
teria for distinguishing M. p. I z e ~ ~ s h a l l i  from M. coosae, which lives in the 
same region. The spinous dorsal, anal, and paired fills are iiniiiaculate. 
Two brolten longitudinal strealts on the soft dorsal roughly divide the fill 
into thirds. The basal half of the ci~lclal fin is immaculate, except for a 
dusky stain on the median rays. A conspicuous subterilzi~lal blaclt band 
is evident on the tail fin of the young, and is still clearly recogilizable in  
the holotype. Three brownish streaks radiate backward and clomi~ward 
from the eye; the uppern~ost streak is darkened posteriorly to forin a 
proliounced black opercnlar spot. 
The 66 type specimeris were obtailiecl a t  the following localities. The 
records ave entered on Map 1. The abbreviations for the museums are ex- 
plained on p. 8. F. E. Guyton, of Alabama Polytecahnic Institute, has geii- 
erollsly allowed us to study aizcl record his material of this subspecies. 
A ~ ~ u ~ ~ a . - U p h a p e e  Creeli, tr ibutary of Tallapoosa River ( a  branch 
oP Alabania River), 4 rliilrs east of Tusliegee, Macon Co., J u n e  27, 1931, 
F. E. Guyton: U.M.M.Z. No. 118297 (holotype) ; U.M.M.Z. No. 111265 
( 9 )  ; A.P.I. (10). Opintlocco Creek, 3 iililes southeast of Tusltegce, Sep- 
tember 13, 1937, Guyton: U.M.M.Z. No. 123949 (5) .  Camp Hill, Talla- 
poosa Co., October 7, 1930, Gnyton: A.P.I. (1). Talladega. Creek, tribu- 
t a ry  to Coosa River, 5 nliles sollthwest of Talladcga, Talladega Co., August 
9, 1936, I-Iubbs family: U.M.M.Z. No. 118289 (5) .  Line Crcelr, near Mont- 
gomery, October 7, 1938, Guyton: U.M.M.Z. No. 124135 (6) .  Alabama 
Eiver, a t  Selma, Dallas Co., September 18, 1929, E. P. Creaser and H. R. 
Becker : U.M.M.Z. No. 88843 (1).  T r i b u t a ~ y  of Alabama Rivcr a t  Beii- 
ton, on the Lomndes and Dallas couiity line, September 18, 1929, Creaser 
and Becker : U.M.M.Z. No. 88838 (3) .  Wetumplra, Josiali Sltinner : 
U.S.N.M. No. 26269 (1) .  Creek 7 miles southwest of Warrior, Jefferson 
Co., September 4, 1939, IZeeve M. Bailey: I.S.C. B39-86 (1). 
G ~ o e ~ ~ ~ . - T r i b u t a r y  to Coosa River, east of Coosa, 3'loyd Co., Sep- 
tember 1, 1929, Creaser and Beclier: U.M.M.Z. No. 88235 (1) .  Armnchee 
Creek, tr ibutary to Oostanaula River (tributary to Coosa Eiver) ,  Arinu- 
ehee, Floyd Co., Septerilber 1,  1929, Creaser and Beclter: U.M.M.Z. NO. 
88248 (3) .  Tributary to Coosa River, 5 miles northwest of Cedartown, 
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Pollr Co., August 31, 1929, Creaser and Becker : U.M.M.Z. No. 88192 (11). 
Eto~vah River, near Rome, Jordan and Brayton : U.S.N.M. No. 31142 (1). 
MISSISSIPPI.-Oldtown Creek, tributary to Tombigbee River, Lee Co., 
Julie 14, 1937, J .  S. Dolley: U.M.M.Z. No. 104103 (1) .  Tombipbee River, 
2.5 miles north of Amory, Monroe Co., August 16, 1939, Bailey: I.S.C. 
B39-41 (6). 
We talre pleasure in naming this form for the late James A. Henshall, 
to whom credit is largely due iiot only for raising the black basses to their 
position of high esteem in the minds of the sportsmen of the country, but 
also for determining their proper nomenclature. 
WICHITA SPOTTED BASS 
lc. Micropterus punctulatus wichitae, new subspecies 
(Map 1 ; and P1. TI.) 
Micropterus dolomieu, Microp1e1.u~ pseudapliles, and hybrids.-I-Iubbs and Ortenburger, 
1929a: 42 ; and 19293 : 105-6 (preliminary idcntification of the types of wichitae). 
As indicated in the synonymy, the type specimens of this subspecies 
were first interpreted as representing a local fllsioil through hybridization 
of Micropterus  dolonzieu and M .  psescdaplites (= pzcnct7clatu.s). There is 
considerable evidence in favor of this view. The yolmg (PI. VI) are 
rather variably intermediate in color pattern, being less strongly barred 
than in dolorrzieu but more definitely barred than in pr~nc tu la tus .  Larger 
individuals exhibit greater variation in color pattern than is shown by any 
other form of black bass. Some resemble typical punc tu la tus  so closely 
in all features of coloratioii as to be virtnally indistinguishable i11 general 
view, whereas others, like the holotype, are peculiarly speckled on the body 
and caudal base and lack the well-defined lateral band and the regular 
row of spots on the ventrolateral scales (Pl. VI) .  As depicted i11 the same 
plate, there is considerable variation in the production of the muzzle and 
in the flattening of the predorsal contour-characters in which punc tu-  
lo tus  differs from dolomieu.  The vertebral formula, instead of being 
almost constantly 14 I 18 as in the other subspecies of punct7~latscs or 15 + 17 
as in both forms of dolonziezc, is 14 t 18 or 15 + 17 wit11 almost equal fre- 
quency, thus varying much more than in any other form in the genus 
(Table VII ) .  Similarly, the number of anal rays (Table IV) varies more 
than it1 other blaclr basses : there are frequently 11 as in dolonaie7~, rather than 
almost consistently 10 as in the other forins of punc tu la tus .  The typical 
number of dorsal soft rays, 13, is interniediate between the characteristic 
number of 12 for pu.nctzclatzu and of 14 for typical dolo?nicu, but agrees 
with the usual number for velox.  This subspecies of dolomzeu is rather 
definitely approached by M .  p?~nctzclatzis wiclzitae not only in this and in 
other characters, but also in distributioii (Maps 1 and 2). 
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Evidence acc~unlxlates, however, to indicate that the bass of West Cache 
Creek in the Wichita Mountains do not represent a partially fused complex 
of dolomieu and pzinct~ilatzis. The variations in coloration and in form are 
not correlated, as they wonld probably be if that relationship held. For 
example, the larger paratype fignrecl on Plate VI contrasts sharply with the 
holotype in that i t  has the typical coloration of pzinctzclatzcs; yet i t  ap- 
proaches dolomie~i  n that the muzzle is less produced and the anterodorsal 
profile is more rounded than in puncltilatzcs or in the holotype of wiclzitae. 
The nnnlber of soft dorsal rays is typically 13, whether the specinlens other- 
wise approach dolomielr (with 13 or 14 rays) or typical pu~zctailatus (with 
12 rays). Perhaps the strongest evidence against the idea that the speci- 
mens represent either a fi~sing or a fused hybrid stocli is that the nuinber 
of scale rows (Table V) ,  particularly in the series above and below the 
lateral line, correspoi~ds rather well with that of the other subspecies of 
pzcnclzilatzcs and is notably lower than in either form of dolomiezi. If 
either a complex of forms or hybrids were involved, i t  would be expected 
that the average scale-row counts would be definitely internlediate between - 
the values for the 2 species saspected 01 being the parent forms. We find 
such intermediacy in characters to hold consistently for supposed hybrid 
basses (pp. 39-41) and for proved hybrids between other species of the 
family (EIubbs and Hubbs, 1933; Bailey and Lagler, 1938). Another rea- 
son against the theory that the bass we call zoichitac are llybritls is that the 
testes, when sectioned, showed normal spermatogenesis, which was never 
observed in hybrid cei~tra~chids (Hubbs and Hubbs, 1933). As indicated 
in the paper just cited, hybrid centrarchids arc typically inf'ertile, whereas 
the Wichita spotted bass must be fertile. 
A fish-cnlturist suggested to us that the Wichita bass may be the product 
of hybridization betmeen native spotted bass [p~inctzclatzis] and small- 
nlouthed bass [ d o l o m i e ~ i ] ,  which he said had been stoclied in Cache Creek. 
But the supposed stoclring of sinallmouths would have been too recent to 
explain the production of so homogeneous a stock, with some uiliformly 
intermediate characters and other features as in typical punc2zclatais. No 
native stoclr of dolomiezc occurs near the Wichita Mountains. The recent 
finding jn the National Museuni of a specimen of M. p. wiclzitae collected in 
1906 argues strongly against the fish-cnlturist's idea. 
If hybridization produced the bass under disenssion, the evidence indi- 
cates that the interbreeding took place long ago, that the original hybrids 
were fertile, ancl that the cElaracters of the population have become stabilized 
throagh iabreediiig. This hypothesis would be difficult to prove or disprove. 
It strikes us as no more plausible than the view that the similarities between 
wichitae and dolomieu are caused by parallel development, or the view that 
wichitae is a relict of a geilcrally extinct transitional stage between 
p~inctzilatzis and dolomielc. 
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I t  should be noted that the range of wichitae is confined to a single creek 
system, and that its mountain habitat lies just within the western limit of 
the range of typical pa~nctulatzcs (Map 1 ) .  Whether or not there is inter- 
gradation about the moantains has not been determined. There is some 
evidence of the presence in Texas of populations (subspecies?) intermediate 
between the 2 forms or combini~ig their characters. This evideiice is sup- 
ported by few specimens, and for the time being will not be elaborated. I n  
the Brazos River system there is a race with prominent light spangles on 
the upper sides and with 12 to 14 soft dorsal rays, but otherwise like typical 
pu?zcta~lntzrs. I n  the Guadalupe lZiver we have taken fingerling bass which 
approaclr dolornieu quite as much as do the fingerlings of wichitae, but which 
agree with typical p ~ ~ n c t u l a t a ~ s  in having 12 dorsal soft rays. 
Whether or not populations will be found with characters intermediate 
between those of the 2 forms, wicl~itae will probably be retained as only 
subspecifically distinct, because some of the specimens, standing a t  the end 
of a continuous series of variations, are indistinguishable froin typical 
punctulafus.  Furthermore, as noted above, the scale-row counts are in 
distinctive agreement. 
~IoLoTYPE.-U.M.M.Z. NO. 118299 ; an immature, yearling female 122.5 
nim. in standard length, 151 mm. over all;  collected by an  expedition of the 
Museum of Zoology of the University of Oklahoma on June 6, 1927, near the 
headwaters of West Cache Creek, in the Mountains, 9 miles north- 
west of Cache, Comanche County, Oklahoma. Cache Creek flows through 
Red R L ~  into Red River. 
DESCRIPTION.-The form is elongate and streamlined; greatest depth, 
4.0 (249). Least depth of caudal peduncle, 9.0 (114). The body is moder- 
ately compressed; greatest width, 7.2 (140). Length of head, 2.9 (351). 
The shortest spine a t  the moderately depressed emargination of the dorsal 
fin is 55 per cent of the longest; the fourth and longest spine, 12.1 (83). 
The rounded soft dorsal is longer than i t  is high, and is about as high as the 
anal; longest ray, 7.0 (147). The weak anal spines are graduated; the third 
and longest, 5.1 in head (68). The anal fin is rounded; longest soft ray, 
7.0 (147). Length of the short pelvic fin, 6.6 (155) ; the first soft ray is not 
produced. Length 01 the caudal fin from the middle of its base to the tip 
of the longest ray, 4.2 (240) ; length of shortest median ray, 5.9 (171), or 
1.35 in the length of the fin. Tip of snout to origin of dorsal, 2.4 (441) ; tip 
of lower jaw to insertjoii of pelvic, 2.9 (351) ; thence to origin of anal, 3.4 
(296). 
Width of head, 2.35 (430). The predorsal contour is little curved, and 
the muzzle is produced; length of snout, 3.7 (279). Orbital length, 5.0 
(198). Least bony interorbital width, 5.3 (188). The maxillary extends 
to below the posterior margin of the eye; length of upper jaw, 2.1 (468). 
The lower jam projects; its length is 1.7 (572). 
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Dorsal, X, 13 ;  anal, 111, 10; pectorals, 16-16. Scales, 10-66-16:; 23 
rows alaouilcl caudal peduncle arid 15 rows on cheelr. There are iio einbedded 
scales on either arm of the preopercle. 
The glossohyal bears a well-developed median patch of teeth. Gill- 
rakers on anterior arch, 2 + 6. 
The color of the holotype i11 alcolrol is light brownish, shading to clarlrer 
above. The sides are densely freckled with irregular dark brown spots, 
whirh are coilceiitratetl along the rniddle of tlie sicies bat  do not form a 
corlspicuous dark lateral band as ill M. $1. l~unc f zc la ta~s .  No regular ventro- 
lateral clarli streaks are developecl. The basal caudal spot is somewhat 
disrupted. The proximal part  of the calldal fin is obscllrely marlred with 
small, darli speckles ou tlie interradial menibranes. There is 110 dark trans- 
verse band across the caudal lobes (but this mark is well developed in  the 
young). Three obliclt~e hrow~iisll ines cross the chcelis, as in other forms of 
the genus. The opercn1:~r spot is prorniuent. 
T11e young vary corlfixsingly in  coloratioi~, hut fingerlings (Pl.  VI) may 
usually be distinguished with coiifidence froin those of related forms. I n  
specimens shorter than about 30 mm. the pattern is similar to that  of the 
j~oimg of pz~?zctz~latzis: the strong, irregular, mid-lateral stripe terininates 
i11 a conspicuous basal canclal spot. Larger young exhibit a highly variable 
numbel- of transverse bars, which simulate those of M. d .  dolo,?zlezc but  
typically arc not so cleep anti arc frequently ~ ~ i o r e  or lcss conflnent. 
With the exception of 1 exarnple in the National Mnselxm, the 441 type 
spec.iinens are all in  the University of Miclliga~i Museum of Zoology, and the 
University of Oklaholna Museurn of Zoology. We owe tha iks  to A. I. Orteii- 
b i ~ r g ~ r ,  of the 1Jnivcrsity of Oklahoina, for  the privilege of studying and 
reportiirg on thc types series. 
OKLAHOMA.-Collections froill West Cacahe Creek (tributary to Red n u n  ; 
Red River system), Wichita National Forest, Wichita Mountains, Comanche 
Co.-Near Camp Bonlder, 7 rriiles iiorth~vest of Cache, June  9 to 13, 1926, 
A. I. Ortenburger: 1J.M.M.Z. Nos. 80300 (52),  80310 (4) ,  80315 (94) ,  atid 
80323 (15) ; IJ.0.M Z. Nos. 6297 (67), 6312 (135), 6318 (19), 6322 ( I ) ,  and 
6324 (7) .  Nine miles northwest of Cache, June  6, 1927, University of Olrla- 
homa Musenin of Zoology Expetlition: lJ.M.M.Z. Nos. 81146 (42) and 118299 
(holotype). One-fourth mile south of Camp Boulder, Julie 6, 1928: 
U.M.M.Z. No. 108773 (1) .  Narrows, Cache Creclr, Wichita Reserve, August 
23, 1906, W .  D. Dean: 1J.S.N.M. No. 77940 ( I  ). 
Blue Beaver Creek (tributary to West Cache Creek), 4 iniles east of 
Cache, Coinaiiche Co., June  28, 1928, Oklahoma Biological Survey : U.M.M.Z. 
No. 108774 (2).  
This species is named for the Wichita Mountains, Olrlahoina, to which the 
subspecies seems to be confined. 
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2. Micropterus coosae, new species 
(Map 2 ;  P1. I, Fig. 4; PI. V.) 
Micropterus salrnoides (misidentifications ; not Labrus salrnoides LacBpBde) .-Jordan, 
1877a: 314-15, 355, 358 (bricf characterization as  possible variety; Georgia 
records). 
Micropterus salrnoides var. salmoides.-Jordan and Brayton, 1878: 31-32 (diag- 
nosis, as  southern variety; Georgia. records). 
Microplerus dolomietc var. dolow~iez~ (misidentifications; not M. clolon&ieu Lac6pi:de).- 
Hcnsbdl, 1881: 36-37, 82; 1904: 11, 32 (after Jordan).  
&ficropter.zcs dolom,iei.-Jordan and Gilbcrt, 1883 : 485, 916 (in par t ) .  
iblicroplertcs dolomie7c.-<Jordan and Evermann, 1896 : 1011-12 (in par t ) .  
Micropterns pserrdaplites (~nisidentificatio~~) .-Hubbs, 1927 : 13 (records for  Augusta and 
for  Little River near Rome, Georgia). 
Micropler7c.s aoosac (virtual nomen ntcdum; name talren from inanuscript for  present 
papcr) .-Swingle and Smith, 1939 : 334 (production in pond). 
Despite the fact that some of the distinctions between this southeastern 
species and ill. dolomieze were appreciated and published by Jordan as early 
as 1877, i t  has never been give11 a valid scientific name. Its early designation 
as Micropterus salmoidcs var. salmoidcs was a11 but lost sight of after i t  was 
shown that the name swlmoides had been wrongly applied to ill. dolornieu. 
The specific distinctness of the species, indicated by Hubbs (1932), is shown 
in the i~umeroas features by which items 3 a ,  40, and 5c of the key (for 
coosae) are eoiitrasted with items 3c, 4d ,  and 5e  (for dolomiezc). 
In many structural features, coosae is more like p?cnctzclatacs than do-  
lonaiezr, and these resemblances are probably indicative of close relationship. 
I t  typically differs from pacnctzclatzcs aiid simulates dolomiez~  in the well- 
rounded predorsal contour, rather robust ca~ldal peduncle, and little-notched 
dorsal fin (Pl. I). From both pzcnctzclatus aiid dolo~niezc i t  differs sharply 
in color. (Contrast itern 46 of key with, respectively, items 4a and 4d. )  I n  
some color f e a t ~ ~ r e s  coosae strongly resembles clolomaezc; in others i t  is unlike 
any form referred to the genas. 
The ranges of coosac and dolonzie~c apparently do not overlap (unless i t  
be through the stoclting of the northern smallmouth within the range of 
coosae at  some point unrepresented by collections at  hand) ,7 but the charac- 
ters of the 2 forms are so distinct as to lead to the belief that they would not 
intergrade. The distribution of coosae widely overlaps that of M. punc tu-  
latacs l ~ e n s l ~ a l l i .  M .  coosuc is more of an upland form, however, aiid the 
mutual occurrences may have resulted from the recent imiiiigration of the 
one form into the range of the other. They do not seem to intergrade, 
7 Specimens of M. d. dolornicu, as well as M. coosae, from the private pond of James 
11. Reeves near Calhoun, Georgia, were receiltly submitted to  us by Percy Viosca, J r .  
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although there is some evidence (p. 28) that they hybridize, at least occa- 
sionally. Distributional and structural evidence suggests that coosae inay 
have been differeiitiated i n  s i t u  from an ancient punctz~latus-like form that 
was speciating in the direction of dolonzie~c, ant1 that pz~~zctz~lalzcs later rein- 
vaded the same territory, becoming modified there iiito snbspecies Zzenshalli. 
~IOLOTYPE.-U.M.M Z. No. 97729 ; a sabadult fernale, 106.5 mm. in stand- 
ard length, 131 nun. in total length (in the third summer of life) ; collected 
by H. R. Beclter on July 3, 1928, in Fisher Creek, tributary to Big Will's 
Creeli 01 the Coosa River system, along the old highway between Attalla aiid 
Boaz, Etowah County, Alabama. 
DESCRIPTION.-T~~ moderately elongate form becomes more robust with 
age; greatest dcpth, 3.5 (294). Ileast depth of caudal peduncle, 7.9 (131) ; 
increasing slightly with age. The caudal peduncle is only ilioderately at- 
tenuate; length, 4.8 (219). The body is subterete ; greatest width, 6.9 (155). 
Length of head, 3.0 (349) ; relatively larger in the young. The shortest 
spiiie at  the slight emargination of the dorsal fin is 75 per cent of the longest 
(1.3 i11 longest), becoming relatively longer with age ; fifth and longest spine, 
14.6 (71) ; the spinous dorsal becomes relatively lower with age. The 
rounded soft dorsal agrees with that of the genotype, 1U. d. dolomieu, in 
having scales on its base; the height of this fin is less than its basal length 
aiid is equal to the height of' the anal ; longest ray of each fin, 7.1 (146). The 
graduated anal spines bcconle relatively shorter with age; the third aiid 
longest, 5.2 i11 head (67). The roandecl aria1 fir1 beconies relatively slightly 
lower with age; the membraties bear scales near the base. The pectoral fin 
is short and rounded; its length, 6.1 (172). The short pelvic becomes rela- 
tively sonlewhat shorter wit21 age, 6.9 (153). The caudal fin has rounded 
lobes; length from base of fill to tip of longest ray, 4.5 (230) ; length of 
shortest median ray, 5.9 (177), or 1.3 in caudal length. Tip of snout to  
origin of dorsal, 2.5 (422) ; tip 01 lower jaw to insertion of pelvic, 2.9 (370) ; 
thence to origin of anal, 3.5 (313). 
Width of head, 2.0 (478) ; increasing relatively with age. The predorsal 
contour is moderately curved. Length of snout, 3.7 (274) ; increasing rela- 
tively with age. The orbit beconies relatively much smaller with age; its 
leiigtli, 4.5 (226). The flat interorbital becomes wider with age ; least bony 
width, 5.1 (191). Thc maxillary extends to below the posterior margin of 
the pupil; length of upper jaw, 2.3 (433) ; increasing with age. The lower 
jaw slightly projects; its length, 1.8 (543) ; increasing with age. 
Dorsal, X, 12; anal, 111, 10; pectorals 16-16.8 Scales, 9-76-18; 28 
rows around caudal pediuiicle, and 14 rows on cheek. Scales (of the holo- 
8 Onc aberrant individual has 10 pectoral rags on one side and 16 on the other; the 
fin with 10 rays is apparently uninjured and is of normal shape, though mucll smaller than 
i ts  mate. 
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type) froin the pectoral region just below the lateral line are subquadrate 
(transverse diameter, 4.5 mm. ; longitudinal diameter, 5.0 nim.) ; the focus 
lies apicad from the center; the apical margin is not distinctly dentate, but 
the apical field bears a narrow triangular patch of rather weal< ctenii, extend- 
ing almost from the focus; the basal coriiers are squarish; and there are 5-9 
stroi~g basal radii. Scales are well developed on the opercle, subopercle, and 
interopercle; there are a few embedded scales on the preopercle. 
I n  32 specimens connted there is no variation in the number of precaudal 
vertebrae, 14. The canclal vertebrae number 18 in 26 specimens, 17 in 3, 
and 19 in 3. This normal number, 14+ 18 = 32, is characteristic, also, of 
M. p. p q ~ n c t z ~ l a t ? ~ s  and M. p. /?enskalli. M .  d.  dolomzeu and M. d .  ve lox  
usually have 15 -t 17 = 32 vertebrae. 
The bony margins of the lacrymal, suborbitals, preopercle, and the 
opercular series are entire. The bralichiostegals constantly number 6-6. 
The opercle ends in a flat, rigid, angular projectioii which is longer than a 
more rounded process on the upper posterior margin of the bone. 
Depressible villiIorill teeth form broad bands on the dentaries and pre- 
maxillaries. Villiform teeth occur in a triailgular patch on the head of the 
vonier and in an eloilgate band on each palatine; they are also developed, 
but are reduced in size, on the ectopterygoids. Wealr glossohyal teeth form 
a small patch in the holotype, but are absent in 9 out of 42 specimens, with- 
out any apparent correlation with age or sex. The narrow and elongate 
lower pharyngeal bones bear acuminate teeth in a patch 3.25 times as long 
as wide (in an adult paratype). Gill-rakers, 2 + 6, the last a mere knob 
( 1  + 5 in 1, 2 + 5 in 11, and 2 -1 6 in 14). The pyloric caeca are typically 
unbranched (occasionally one is branched) and number about 7-9. 
The largest specimen examined measures 215 mm. in standard length 
and 261 nim. (10.25 inches) i11 total length. 
Transverse flexuous bands are more or less developed on the sides in the 
young, but disappear rapidly with age. The bands are often reduced to a 
mid-lateral series of distinct quadrate light-centered blotches on the caudal 
peduncle. ( In  the young of hens11,alli these blotches are u s ~ ~ a l l y  confluent 
and laclr the light centers.) As in M. punc t~r la tus ,  a series of longitudinal 
dark streaks becomes developed with age on the median lines of the ventro- 
lateral scale rows. A small basal caudal spot is present in the young, but 
fades with age. ( In  kenshal l i  the spot is strouger, larger, and persists 
throughout life.) The subterminal blaclr band across the caudal lobes, so 
prominent in the young of the other species in the genus, is very indistinct 
in tho young of coosae. At all ages the posterior tip of the opercle is marked 
with a large dark spot similar to that of p u n c t z ~ l a t u s  and lzenskalli. I n  the 
young of coosae the soft dorsal, the caudal, and the anterior part of the 
anal are briclr-red in life, and the margin of the soft dorsal, anal, caudal, and 
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pelvic fins are white. I n  1 yearling the sides are bronzy olive ant1 bright, 
metallic blrle, in alternating streaks, grading on the back into an  olive baelc- 
ground, wit11 blue spangles on the scales. 
I~CONOMIC IMPORTANCE.-A note by H. S. Swiiigle acconipanying the 
specii~lelis from Iialte Anburn, Alabama, gives the following iiifornlatioii : 
Locally known as rrd e jcd  bass. IIighly reg-ttrded by local fislieilllcn because of 
tllcir g:imcness. M:luimam recorded wcigllt, 2 pounds. A s t~c :~m fisli, it ap1i:rrentlg cxn- 
not rcproduec in a pond; or  i f  i t  rrproduccs the spawn die. Tho young after re:~clririg a 
lellgtll of scvrral inelies can staild pond water and grow rapidly. Flcsli of good quality, 
sorncwhat dricr tllan that  of the large mouthed bass. Can bc cauglit on worms, artificial 
luies, or hvc milinows. 
Fronl a natnralist's point of view i t  seems highly advisable that the 
stoclciiig of bass in the waters of the Alabama Eiver systeiri be restricted to 
that of the redeycd bass, Alabama spotted bass, ancl largeinoutlied bass. 
These are the native species of the area. All too often the illtrodnetion of 
exotic species has cxterniiriated the local Sorms. 
Thc 134 type specinlens of Mic.roptrr~cs coosae are all cleposited in  tlie 
University of Michigall Musenin of Zoology, the U~li ted States National MU- 
seum, Iowa State College, the Sonthern Biological Supply Company, and i n  
the Alabama Polytechnic Institute collection niade by F. E. Guytoii, who has 
generously allowed us  to study and report on this bass, which he has also 
recogilizecl as a new species. The record stations are plotted on Map 2. 
ALABAMA I ~ I v E ~ ~  SYSTEM IN A ~ ~ s ~ ~ t n . - F i s h e r  Creek, tr ibutary to Big 
Will's Creeli and Coosa River, on old high~vay between Boaz and Attalla, 
Etowah Co., J u l y  3, 1928, 13. R. Becker: U.M.M.Z. Nos. 97729 (holotype) 
and 96762 (2) .  "Coal Creek," Coosa Eivcr system, about 5 miles froin 
Gatlsden (probably Black Creek, Etowah Co.), Ju ly  3, 1928, Beclccr : 
U.M.M.Z. No. 96772 (1 ) .  Lalrc Auburn, F. E. Guytoii : U.M.M.Z. No. 111255 
(5) arlcl A.P.I. (5).  Lake Auburn, April 26, 1932, Guytoil: U.M.M.Z. No. 
111258 (1)  and A.P.I. (1) .  Lake Auburn, Julie 17, 1932, Guytoii: U.M.M.Z. 
No. 111261 (7) and A.P.I. (1). Lalie Auburn, J u n e  9, 1932, Guyton: 
U.M.M.Z. No. 111263 (4) .  Lalre Aubl~rn ,  June  21, 1932, Gllyton : U.M.M.Z. 
No. 111264 (2) and A.P.I. ( 3 ) .  Snlall stream near Milltown, Chambers Co., 
J u l y  5, 1932, Guyton : lJ.M.M.Z. No. 111262 (1)  and A.P.I. (2 ) .  Bet~veen 
Opelika and Waverly, Lee Co., October 7, 1930, Guyton: U.M.M.Z. No. 
111260 (2) .  Same locality, September 13, 1930, Guyton : A.P.I. (1) .  Will- 
more Dam, October 24,1930, Stilrkey : 1J.M.M.Z. No. 111256 (2) .  Lake Will- 
more, October 12, 1935, Gnytoii: A.P.I. (1) .  Fairhope, Baldwill Co., Oc- 
tober 28, 1930: U.M.M.Z. No. 111257 (1) .  Definite locality not stated, Guy- 
toil : A.P.I. (5) .  Talladega Creek, 5 miles soutliwest of Talladega, Talladega 
Co., Aagust 9, 1936, EIubbs family: U.M.M.Z. No. 118290 (9 ) .  Auburn, 
November 8, 1937, Guyton : U.M.M.Z. No. 105528 (2) .  Lobloclcee Creek, 
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Auburn, September 19, 1938, Guytoii: U.M.M.Z. No. 105529 (2) aiid Decem- 
ber 12, 1938 : U.M.M.Z. No. 105530 (2) .  
COOSA RIVER SYSTEM IN GEORGIA.-B~~IIC~ of Lalie Creek (tributary of 
Cedar Creelr), about 5 miles north of Cedarto~vn, Polk Co., August 31, 1929, 
E .  P. Creaser and H. R. Becker: 1J.hI.M.Z. No. 88178 (2) .  Cedar Creek, 1 
mile north of Cedartown, Pollr Co., on Cave Springs Road, Augiist 31, 1929, 
Creaser and Beclrer : U.M.M.Z. No. 88181 (3) .  Tributary of Coosa River, 
5 niiles west of Coosa, Floyd Co., Septeinber 1, 1929, Creaser aiid Beclxer: 
U.M.M.Z. No. 88205 (4 ) .  Tributary of Coosa River, 3 iliiles west of Coosa, 
September 1,1929, Creaser and Geclcer : U.M.M.Z. No. 88226 (4) .  Tributary 
of Coosa River, east of Coosa, Septeniber 1, 1929, Creaser and Beclrer: 
U.M.M.Z. No. 88227 (1 ) .  Tributary of Oostaliaula River, about 6 miles 
northwest of Rome, Floyd Co., September 1, 1929, Creaser and Beclrer: 
U.M.M.Z. No. 88236 (1). Armuchee Creelr, tributary to Oostanaula River, 
a t  Armnchee, Floyd Co., September 1, 1929, Creaser aiid Becker : U.M.M.Z. 
No. 88249 (3) .  Spring Creelr, tributary of Etowah River, a t  Spring Creek 
(about 10 miles southeast of Rome), Floyd Co., September 2, 1929, Creaser 
and Beclrer: U.M.M.Z. No. 88272 (1 ) .  East branch of Allatoona Creek, 
E to~vah  River system, 1 iliile south of Acworth, Cobb Co., September 2, 1929, 
Creaser and Beclrer: U.M.M.Z. No. 88289 (2) .  Little Cedar Creek, branch 
of Big Ceclar Creel<, Cave Spring, Floyd Co., Ju ly  4, 1928, Beclrer : U.M.M.Z. 
No. 96785 (2) .  Stream 7.3 miles south of Dalton 011 U.S. Highway 41, Whit- 
field Co., August 7, 1936, IIubbs family: U.M.M.Z. No. 118293 (20). Oosta- 
naula River, a t  illouth of Spring Branch, Gordon Co., 2 miles northeast of 
U.S. Highway 41 between Resaea and Calhoua, August 8, 1936, Hubbs 
family: U.M.M.Z. No. 118292 (1) .  Little River, on top of Lookout Moun- 
tain, near Rome, August 22, 1897, W. M. Tower: U.S.N.M. No. 73542 (1 ) .  
Top of Lookout Mountain, 1935, H. J. Jolly: U.S.N.M. No. 101076 (1) .  
Etowah River, Jordan and Braytoil : U.S.N.M. No. 31152 (1). High To~ver 
River, Etowah River clraiiiage, 4 iniles southwest of Dahlonega, Lumplrin Co., 
Augnst 25, 1939, Reeve M. Bailey: I.S.C. B39-59 ( 3 ) .  Tributary of Etowah 
River, a t  Clanton, Cllcrolree Co., August 25, 1939, Bailey: I.S.C. B39-58 (2) .  
Tributary of E t o ~ i ~ a h  River, 5 miles south-southeast of Rome, Floyd Co., 
August 24, 1939, Bailey: I.S.C. B39-56 (10). 
CEIATTAHOOCHEE RIVER SYSTEM IN A L A B A M A . - T u ~ ~ ~ ~ -  Creek, abont 7 
miles above its mouth, which is about 12 miles above Cohulnbus, Georgia, 
Ju ly  5, 1932, Gnyton : U.M.M.Z. No. 111259 (2)  aiid A.P.I. (3) .  
CI-IATTAI-IOOCIIEE RIVER SYSTEM IN GEORGIA.-C~L~~ Creek, 1.25 iniles west- 
southwest of Dahlonega, Lumpkin Co., August 25, 1939, Reeve M. Bailey: 
I.S.C. B39-60 (2) .  Nancy Creelr, tributary of Chattahoochee River, about 
10 miles north of Atlanta, September 2, 1929, Creaser and Becker : U.M.M.Z. 
No. 88290 (1) .  Fish pond formed by dammiag Mulberry Creelr, on Blue 
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Spring Fann  near Hamilton, October 2, 1930, Percy Viosca, J r . :  S.B.S.C. 
(5 aberrant adults not designated as paratypes; their aberrancy seems due 
to emaciation, caused by living in a pond overstocked with sunfish). 
SAVANNAH RIVER SYSTEM IN GIGORGIA (on South Carolina line) .-Augusta, 
Marc11 17, 1877, William Phillips: U.S.N.M. No. 17112 (1) .  
The few specimens examined from the upper or middle waters of the 
Chattahooehee and Savannah river systeins appear typical of coosae, but 
4 series of young to half-grown speeirneiis fro111 the drainage basin of the 
Black Warrior branch of the Alabama River (see next ~ a r a g r a p h ) ,  and one 
large fish from Cliipola River in the Apalachicola River system in Jaclison 
County, western Florida (see p. 16), do not correspond perfectly with either 
coosac or pz~nctz~la tus  henshalli. To determiiic whether they represent vari- 
ants, subspecies, species, hybrids, or intergrades will require further study 
(which is contemplated). 
mens We have provisionally identified with this species 45 youi~g speci 
from Blount Springs Creek, tributary to Mulberry Fork of Black Warrior 
River, in Blount County, Alabarna, about 10 miles north of Warrior (col- 
lected by E. P. Creaser and H. K. Reeker: IT M.M.Z. No. 88850). I n  most 
characters these are identical with coosac; they differ chiefly in having the 
dorsal fin more deeply eniarginate. The lowest clorsal spine is 42-61 (mean 
52) per cent of the longest, rather than 62-77 (sliean 71) per cent as in typi- 
cal coosop. The relatively deep ernarginatioii of the dorsal fin can be ex- 
plained only in part as due to the sniall size (31-60 rnm.) of the Blount 
Spring specimens. I n  recently collected specimens from the Black Warrior 
system the corresponding index values vary according to the size of the fish, 
as follows : 
,615 irr :L 130 millimeter specimen from Duck Creck, 12.7 miles nortlrenst of Cullman, Cull- 
man Co., Alab:rma. 
.GO ill a 55.5 mill~meter fish from thc same locality. 
.52-.59 in 9 bass 46-86 min. long, from a creek 0.5 miles east of Cleveland, Blolint Co., 
Alabama. 
.6l in I that  is  74.5 mm. long, from a tributary to Locust Forli, 3 miles north northeast 
of Oncoi~ta, Blount Co., Alabama. 
Subsequent material may indicate that a distinct subspecies or, a t  least, 
race, inhabits the Tombigbee and Black Warrior river systems, or possibly 
that the aberrant characters displayed by the specimens a t  hand are the 
result of hybridization between coosae and henshalli. The color pattern is 
somewhat intermediate in the Blount Creelc series. 
The name coosae refers to the Coosa River system, in which the holotype 
and   no st other type specimens were collected. 
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SMALLMOUTHED BASS 
3. Micropterus dolomieu Lachpgde 
The smallmouthed bass is divisible into at  least 2 subspecies. The most 
distinct of the variants from the typical or northern smallmouthed bass of 
the Great Lalres and adjacent regions is the southwestern form here named 
M. d.  velox, which occurs with 11. p. punctulatus in the tributaries of the 
Arlransas River in northeaster11 Olrlahoilza and western Arlransas, aad. in the 
headwaters of the sanze streams in Missouri and presumably in Kansas. 
Intergrades between M. d .  dolomieu and M. d .  velox occur elsewhere in the 
Ozarlr region-to be specific, in the drainage basins of the Red and Ouachita 
rivers in Arliansas and Oklahoma, and of the White River and its main 
tributary, the Black River, in Arlrailsas aiid Missouri, and in the upper part 
of the St. Francis River basin in Missouri (Map 2 ) .  These iiltergrades 
generally approach and at  times agree with v e l o ~  in Sorlii and color, but are 
closer to typical dolorniea~ i11 the number of dorsal rays (Tables I and IV).  
I11 some parts of the iiitergi-ade range the rays seem to be quite as numerous 
as in M. d. dolonziez~. I11 the renlailider of the range, 13 soft dovsal rays and 
a total of 23 dorsal rays are rather frequent, though nowhere are these mxm- 
bers as often represented as are 14 soft dorsal rays and a total of 24 dorsal 
rays (the modal iiuinbers in typical dolomieu) . The iiltergrades tend, 
therefore, to show a combiliatioil of characters, rather than to be equally 
intcrmediate in all features. There is a possibility that an extended varia- 
tional aiialysis 117ould provide grounds for the recognition of an intermediate 
subspecies in place of what are here interpreted as iiltergrades. 
Toward the southeast this species exhibits variations ~vhich may prove 
sufficient for subspecific recognition. I11 that region glossohyal teeth are 
more often developed than in the north, and the form tends to be more 
streamlined. The extreme of this variational trend apparently is i11 the 
mountains of the Tennessee River drainage basin, where the bass are espe- 
cially slender and have some~~ha t  produced muzzles, in this and some other 
respects approaching ilf. d .  ?~rllox. 111 usnally having 14 dorsal rays and in 
the coloration of the young, ho\vever, they reillail1 more lilre typical dolomieu. 
I n  the form of the spinons clorsal, the more extreine of these southeastern 
variaiits approach M. pzinct~~latzis .  Their ground color is more blue-gray 
than usual and the dark marlrings are duslry goldcn. The fins are bluish 
gray and duslry lemon-gold; the latter color becomes rather bright toward 
the lower border of the anal and pelvic fills and on the basal part of the soft 
dorsal. 
NEOSIIO SMALLMOUTHED BASS 
3a. Micropterus dolomieu velox, new subspecies 
(Map 2 ;  P1. I, Fig. 5 ;  P1. I V ,  Fig. 2.)  
M i c r o p t e ~ l ~ s  dolomiezc (incomplete identification) .-Hubbs and  Ortenburger, 19298 : 105 
(records from Arkansas Rivcr sgstcm). 
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Mllcli has beell written regarding the Ozark slnallinouthed bass, but 
almost entirely froin the sportsman's viewpoint. I t  wolxld seem to be an 
especially gamey fish, as one might have assullied froin its streamlined form, 
strong dentition, and swift-water habitat. 
The differences between M. d. velox and M. d .  dolomiezl are set forth as 
items 6a and GF in the key (p. 12) .  The distinctiolls in form and color 
appear particularly clear wlleli one compares the younger fish (Pl. I, Figs. 
5 aiid 6 ) .  Average differences in measurements, given in Table 111, are 
largely obscured by age variation. Overlapping differences i11 coulits are 
indicated in the frequency tables IV-VII. The distinction in nuinber of 
dorsal rays is best brought out by tabulating the sum of the spinous and 
soft rays (Table I). I t  will be seen that 76 per cent of the 411 specimelis of 
v e l o ~  connted have 21-23 total dorsal rays, whereas 93 per cent of the 229 
individuals of dolontictc tabnlated have 24 or 25 dorsal rays. I n  the terms 
of Ginsbl~rg (1938), the index of ii~te~gradatioll  is oiily 16 per ceiit-indi- 
eating, in his view (which we do not wish to champion), a slxbspecific rather 
than a racial distinction. 011 the sole basis of the total dorsal-ray count, 
if the line of separation be assumed to lie between the couilts of 23 and 24, 
82 per cent of the 640 specimens of both subspecies, as counted, could be 
cori-ectly identified, and a ninch higher proportion (nearly 100 per cent) 
could be separated with the supplementarg use of other cllaracters. 
S o n ~ e  of the lirnitcd overlap in charac.tcrs may well have arisen through 
the stoclcing of one or both subspecies within the range of the other form. 
No typical spet~imens of dolonzi~zi could be identified in the rather extensive 
material from the Neosho (Grand) River system and adjacent tributaries of 
the Arlransas River, but the characters of the populations in these waters 
may have heen nlodified, at  least locally, by an interbreeding of the local fish 
with introduced intlivitluals of the northern smallmo~xthed bass. 
TABLE I 
FREQTJENCY DISTRII~U~~ION OF' TIIE TOTAL NUMBER OF DOI~SAL RAYS (SPINES PLUS SOFT 
RAYS) IN THE SUBSPECIES O F  MICROPTERUS DOLOMIEU 
-- - - - - - - - - --- .- --- - -
I TOTBI,  NTJBlliER O F  DORSAL R k B S  
HOLOTPPE.-U.M.M.Z. No. 118296 ; a subadult male 159 111111. in standard 
length, 197 mm. in total length (in the third snnimer of life), collected by 
Carl L. 13nbbs and Milton B. Trautnian 011 September 13, 1935, i11 Elk River, 
tributary to the Grand (Neosho) Itiver of the Arkansas River system, a t  
Turkey Ford, T. 25 N., R. 24 E., Delaware Coaaty, Olilalloma. 
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DESCRIPTION.-The form is more eloilgate than that of typical dolonzieu, 
especially in the young, and becomes more robust with age ; greatest depth, 
3.6 (292). Least depth of caudal ped~nicle, 8.0 (128). Length of the moder- 
ately attenuate caudal peduncle, 4.6 (224). Greatest width of the slightly 
compressed body, 6.7 (158). Length of head, 2.85 (367) ; relatively larger 
i11 young. The shortest dorsal spine at  the slight emargination of the dorsal 
fin is 72 per cent of the longest (1.4 iii longest) ; the fifth and highest spine, 
13.1 (78) ; the spinous dorsal has a gently curved contour and becomes rela- 
tively lower with age. The interradial membranes of the rounded soft dorsal 
bear scales near the base; the height of the soft dorsal is less than the basd 
length of the fin, and is about equal to the height of the anal; longest ray, 
7.2 (144). The graduated anal spines become relatively shorter with age ; 
the third and longest, 6.5 in head (57). The rounded anal fin becomes 
relatively slightly lower with age ; the membraiies bear scales near the base ; 
longest ray, 7.3 (143). Length of the short and rounded pectoral fin, 6.0 
(169) ; relatively longer in young. The pelvic is short and beconies rela- 
tively somewhat shorter with age; its length, 6.3 (160). Length of the 
caudal fin from middle of base to tip of longest ray, 4.5 (230) ; length of 
shortest inediaii ray, 6.0 (173), or 1.3 in caudal length. Tip of siiout to 
origin of dorsal, 2.4 (438) ; tip of lower jaw to insertion of pelvic, 2.8 (377) ; 
thence to origin of anal, 3.6 (291). 
Width of head, 2.2 (466) ; increasing with age. At comparable sizes the 
almost straight contonr of the snout and froiital region fornis a sharper 
angle with the lower eo~ltour oL' the head than in M. d. dolonaieac. Leiigth of 
snout, 3.5 (289). The orbit decreases much i11 relative size with age; its 
length, 6.0 (180). Boiiy interorbital width, 5.2 (192). The mouth increases 
in relative size with age (that of the holotype is larger than in speciniens of 
dolowaiezc of like size, but this difference does not hold for young specimens) ; 
the maxillary extends to below the posterior margin of the eye; leiigth of 
upper jaw, 2.1 (469). The lower jaw projects so far  as to render the strong 
teeth visible from above ; its leiigth (increasing with age), 1.7 (579). Least 
s~rborbital width (increasing ~vjth age), 2.8 (360). 
Dorsal, X, 13; anal, 111, 10 (usually 11) ; pectorals, 17-17. Scales 
14--73-25 ; 31 rows aro~lnd caudal peduncle, and 19 rows on cheek. Verte- 
brae, 15 t 17 = 32 in 63 of the 79 paratypes counted. Occasional specimens 
have 14 or 16 precaudal aiid 16 or 18 caudal vertebrae. 
Glossohyal teeth are lacking in the holotype, but form a weal< patch in 
40 of the 67 specimens examiiied (without any apparent correlation with sex 
or size). These teeth on the tongue are rarely developed in speciniens from 
the norther11 part of the range of typical dolomieu, but are commonly present 
ill examples from the Tennessee and Ohio river systems. Gill-rakers 011 the 
first arch, 2 + 5 (usually 2 + 5, infrequently 2 + 6). 
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The holotype is the largest specimen examined, but the subspecies 110 
doubt attains a mach greater size, since the habitat of this form is famous 
for  smallmouthed-bass fishing. 
Larger specimens are rather uniformly colored, with the exception of a 
dark opevcular spot and 3 oblique, brownish lilies passing downward and  
backward from the eye. The back is dark greenish olive, fading gradually 
to the white belly. The transverse bands on the sides of the y o ~ ~ l i g  are  
fainter than usual in  the young of M .  d. dolomieu, are  not so deep, and are  
characteristically broader; soiiie bars on the caudal peduncle are  usually 
expanded to form open, light-centered rhombs. (The bars are  seldom thus 
modified in M .  d. dolomiez~.) The young have a very dark traiisverse band 
on the caudal lobes; also a weak and often diffuse or broken basal caudal 
spot. 
All 452 specinleiis exaniiiied are in  the collections of the University of 
Michigan Museurn of Zoology and of the University of Oklahoma Museum of 
Zoology, and all are designated as types. Those that  are atypical of velox in  
iimnber of clorsal rays are typical in  form and coloration. 
MISSOURI.-Shoal Creelr, tr ibutary of Grand River, 12 miles west of 
Monett, Newton Co., 4 niiles west of Barry Co. line, September 8, 1935, Carl 
L. IIubbs and Milton B. Traatniaii: 1J.M.M.Z. No. 103044 (35).  Butler 
Creek, tr ibutary of Elk lliver, just south of Noel and about 1 mile north of 
the Arkansas line, September 13, 1935, EIubbs and Trautman:  U.M.M.Z. No. 
103196 (114). Elk River a t  its coiiflnenee with Indian River, McDonald Go., 
August 8-18, 1930, J. Clark Salyer, 11: U.M.M.Z. No. 97035 (29). Head- 
waters of Hickory Creek, Neosllo River drainage, 3 miles above Federal 
I-Iatchery, Neosho, Newton Co., Septeniber 8, 1935, I-lubbs atid Trautman: 
U.M.M.Z. No. 103064 (1) .  Shoal and Hickory creeks, near Neosho : U.S.N.M. 
No. 42986 (1).  
0 1 ~ ~ n ~ o ~ ~ . - E l l r  River, tr ibutary of Grand River, Turkey Ford, Dela- 
ware Co., Septeniber 13, 1935, Httbbs and Trautman: U.M.M.Z. No. 118296 
(holotype) and 103190 (59). Fl int  Creek, tr ibutary of Illinois River, a t  
Fl int  Creelr, Delaware Co., March 27, 1932, Trowbridge and Strode: 
U.M.M.Z. No. 108349 (1). Lost Creek, tr ibutary of Grand River, just north 
of Wyandotte, Ottawa Co., T. 27 N., R. 24 E., Septeniber 13, 1935, Hubbs 
and Trautinan: U.M.M.Z. No. 103161 (3) .  Grand liiver about 4 rniles east 
of Chotean, Mayes Co., September 12, 1935, Hubbs a i d  Trautman, U.M.M.Z. 
No. 103121 (37). Illinois Eiver, 2 miles north of Scraper, Cherokee Co., 
W. F. Blair and F. A. Blair, J u l y  8, 1936: U.AI.M.Z. No. 116450 (19) ; J u l y  
9, 1936: T.J.M.M.Z. No. 116460 (1)  ; Ju ly  11, 1936: U.M.1VI.Z. No. 116496 (5). 
Spavinaw Creek, tr ibutary of Grand River, just above Spavinaw Lake, Dela- 
ware Co., August 12, 1936, Mr. F. Blair and A. D. Aldrich : 1J.M.M.Z. No. 
116682 (5). Spring Creek, tr ibutary of Grand River, about 8 miles north 
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of iIXoodys, Cherokee Co., Angust 31, 1936, Blair: U.M.M.Z. No. 116802 (11). 
Saline Creeli, tributary of Grand Itiver, Mayes Co., Blair:  U.M.M.Z. No. 
118060 (14). Coarthonse Creeli, Adair Co., J u l y  11, 1929, University of 
Olilahoma Expedition (Uiiiv. Okla. Exp.) : U.M.M.Z. No. 120396 (1) .  Camp 
Garland, about 5 miles south of Locnst Grove on Spring Creek, Univ. Olila. 
Exp. : U.M.M.Z. No. 120403 (2).  Spavinaw Creeli, 7 ~niles south of Jay,  
Delaware Co., J u l y  10, 1927, Usiiv. Olila. Exp.:  U.O.M.Z. Nos. 7493 (1) asid 
7782 (1). (Probably 1 of these specimens came from Flint Creeli, in  the 
same region [see recorcls by Hubbs a i i ~ i  Orteiiburger, 19290: 1051 .) Elk  
River, tr ibutary to Grand IZiver, 7 miles north of Grove, Univ. Okla. Exp. : 
U.O.M.Z. No. 7582 (10). Illinois River, Seqaoyah Co., 2 miles northeast of 
Gore, J u l y  5,1929, Univ. Olila. Exp. : U.O.M.Z. No. 15481 (2) .  Barren Fork 
of Illinois River, 1 mile south of Barren Fork, Adair Co., Ju ly  11, 1929, 
Univ. Okla. Exp.:  U.O.M.Z. No. 15479 (2 ) .  Barren Forlr, near Proctor, 
Adair Co., April 29, 1939, G. A. Moore and par ty:  U.M.M.Z. No. 127183 ( 3 ) .  
Fourteen Mile Creek, 2 miles west of Hulbert, Cherokee Co., J u l y  12, 1929, 
Univ. Olila. Exp. : U.O.M.Z. No. 15483 (5) .  Neosho River, 5 miles southeast 
of Wagoner, Wagoner Co., Ju ly  12, 1929, Univ. Olila. Exp. :  U.O.M.Z. No. 
15482 (1).  Sallisaw, Meek: U.S.N.M. No. 62008 (4) .  
A n ~ i - ~ ~ s ~ s . - P o n r c h e  la Fave River, 11 miles south of Waldron, Scott 
Co., Ju ly  1, 1927, Univ. Olila. Exp. :  U.M.M.Z. No. 81139 (1) .  Bear Creeli, 
Fourche la Pave River system, near I-Iollis, Perry Co., J ~ u i e  17, 1938, J. D. 
Blacli: U.M.M.Z. No. 123048 (8).  Clear Creeli, 15 miles southeast of Wins- 
low, Crawford Co., June  29, 1938, Blaclr: U.M.M.Z. No. 123363 (1).  Scha- 
berg Creeli, tr ibutary to Arkansas River, Scbaberg, Crawford Co., August 
5, 1938, Blacli: U.M.M.Z. Nos. 123833 (10) and 123845 (19). Setlaberg 
Creek, August 17, 1939, Black: U.M.M.Z. No. 128680 (14). Little Sugar 
Creek, tr ibutary to Elk River, 1 mile north of Avoca, Ju ly  8, 1938, Black: 
U.M.M.Z. No. 123489 (2).  Illinois River, Prairie Grove, Meek : U.S.N.M. 
Nos. 59125 (1) and 62011 (2) .  Illiiiois River, Ladds Mill, Meeli: U.S.N.M. 
No. 59167 (7) .  Wildcat Creeli, tr ibutary to Illinois River, 12 niilrs west of 
springdale, Brnton Co., Ju ly  1, 1938, Blacli-: U.M.M.Z. No. 123460 (2).  
Butler Creeli, 1 mile north of Sulphur Springs, Benton Co., J u l y  20, 1939, 
Black: U.M.M.Z. No. 128346 (1) .  Spavinaw Creek, 6 miles south of Mays- 
ville, Benton Co., Ju ly  20, 1939, Elaclc: U.M.M.Z. No. 128355 (2) .  Osage 
River, tributary of Illinois River, 5 miles east of Siloanl Springs, Benton 
Co., J u l y  20, 1939 : U.M.M.Z. No. 128357 (1) .  Barren Forli, one-half ~lii le 
northeast of' Dutch Mills, Washington Co., Ju ly  17, 1938, Blacli-: U.M.M.Z. 
No. 123720 (8) .  Evaiisville Creek, near Evansville, Washington Co., July 
17, 1938, Black: U.M.M.Z. No. 123735 (7) .  
The specimens interpreted as intergrades between M. d.  dolomieu and 
214. d .  velox are disclrsscd under the species heading and are spotted on Map 2. 
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The name vclox ("swift") refers to the streanililied form of this sub- 
species and to its fine reputation as a game fish. 
NORTIIEKN SMALLMOUTI-IED BASS 
(Map 2;  PI. I, Fig.  6 ;  PI. 11, Fig. 2 ;  PI. 111, Fig. 1.) 
Microptrrics dolomieu.-J,aoi:pi.de, 1802: 324-26, PI. 3, Fig. 3 (original description; no 
locality given). IIcnsl~all, 1881: 84, etc., figs. opposite pp. 60, 78, and 135 (ex- 
cellent synonymy). McKay, 1881: 93. Borne, 1883 : 221-24 (introduced into 
Germ:tny froin Greenwood Lake, New York). Jordan and Gilbert, 1883: 485, 
916 (in par t ;  clnerlded spelling dolo7nie.i). Bollman, 1891: 577, PI. 72, Fig.  2. 
Boulenger, 1895: 4, 15-16, Fig. 2 (spelled dolomiei). Jordan and Rvcrmann, 
1896: 1011-12 (in part)  ; 1900: 3267, 1'1. 162, Figs. 430-30a. I3cnshall, 1904: 
35 et passinr, figs. opl~osite pp. 22 nird 32. Fo~vlcr, 1906: 520. Forbes and 
Richardson, 1909 arid 1920 : 262-66, colored 111. (frontispiece). Jordan, 1929 : 
146. Jordan, T<':verm:~nn, :~nd Cl:~rlr, 1930: 298. Huhhs and Bailey, 1938. 
Kuhnc, 1939 : 94-98 (ecology, etc.). Brown, 1939 : 31 0-12, Figs. 110-11 
(introduction into California; char:~eters). 
Ilficropt6res tle LacApdtle.-Cur~ier, in Cuvicr mld V:~leneienrics, 1830: V-vi of 
introd~ietion (M. do1omie.u L:1e6pbdc = Gristes saln~oides (Cuvicr) ; name 
salmoitles selected). 
Micropter~is dolomieci doTornie?i.-Bailey, 1938 : 174. Kuhnc, 1939 : Fig. 65. 
Bodiarvus Actrigan.-Rafinesque, 1817: 120 (original descril)tiori; New Yorlr and Canada). 
Lcpomi?; acltigan,.-Gill, 1860 : 20. 
Microptcr7cs sctlmoidcs v:rr. ac7rigan,.-Jordan a.nd Br:lyton, 1878: 30. 
ll~icroplemis dolomieu V;LT. och.iga.n.-TIeasl~all, 1881: 1 G ,  82; 1904: 11, 32. 
?Lepomis pallida.-l3af nesquc, 1820 : 30-31 (original description ; froni the Ohio, Miami, 
TTockhoclting, etc.; prob:~bly a complex of M. d. dolomieic and M. 27. pztnctiilatus; 
interpreted by us a s  nornc~lclntorially refer:rl,le to dolow~ictc; rralnc preoccupied 
by Labrus palladles Mitrhill, 1815, if tlie reference to Lcpoitiis of pallad~ls and 
of the cmeuiled nanlc pallitlus he interpreted as Ilaring nrnde 12:lfincsque's iralne a 
homonym). 
Lepo~nis trifascia1a.-Ralincsw, 1820: 31 (original description; Ohio River and other 
streams). 
Lepo*wvis fiex?rolaris.-Rafinesy~ie, 1820 : 31 (original description; Ohio River and tributary 
streams). 
Lepomis Sa1monca.-Rnfincsque, 1820: 32 (original description; ICent~~clry, Ohio, Green, 
and Tdielring rivers). 
Lepomis nolala.-Rafinesque, 1820: 32 (original description; Ohio Valley). 
?8theorlon~a cal1iiaa.-Eafinesque, 1820: 36 (original description; the Ohio and Salt 
rivers, ete.; probably a complex of M. cl. dolomieu and M. p. punct?tlatzcs; in- 
tcrpreted by ns as  nomcnclatorially referable to dolomaeu). 
Cachla fasc~ata.-LeSueur, 1822: 216-18 (original description; Lakc Eric a t  Erie and 
Buffalo, aird Lalre George) ; Icirtland, 1838: 191 (fascaata and Oheoensis 
identical). 
Centrarcl~ics fasciat~ts.-De Ray,  1842 : 28-29 (records). Icirtlnnd, 1845 : 28-30. 
Garlick, 1857 : 105-7, fig. on p. 105. Gunther, 1859 : 258. 
Grystes fatc~atus.-Agassia, 1850: 295-96. 
Macroptcrzic fasclal?~s.-G~lI, in Cope, 1865 : 83 (records). Cope, 1868 : 216, 247 
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(records) ; 1870: 450 (not found east of the great watershed in North 
Carolina). 
CicAla 0hioensi.s.-LeSueur, 1822 : 218-1 9 (original description; Ohio River). 
Cic7~la minima.-LeSueur, 1822 : 220-21 (original description ; lagoons of Lake Erie).  
Kirtland, 1838 : 191. 
Grgsles salmoides (misidentifications; not of LacBpbde).-Cnvier, in Cuvier and Valen- 
ciennes, 3, 1829: 54-58, PI. 45 (New York and Wabash River). De Iiay,  1842: 
26, P1. 69, Fig.  223. Giinther, 1859: 252. 
Microplertts sa1n~oides.-Jordan, 1876: 230; 1877b:  34. 
Cic7~la uariabi1is.-LeSueur, MS (nomen nz~dum), in Cuvier and Valcnciennes, 1829: 55. 
Diopliles variabilis (LeSueur), in Vaillant and Boeourt, 1874: P1. 4, Fig.  4. 
Microptert~s var%abilis.-Vaillant and Rocourt, in Jordan, 1880: 224 (first descrip- 
tion undcr this name : " This is the ordinary northern small-mouthed Blaclr 
Bass, Microptert~s aclhigan, or var. achigan of authors, Microplerus sal- 
moides acl~igan of the present writer"; Wabash River, Indiana; type 
speciinen in Paris Museum examined). LeSueur, in Vaillant and Bocourt, 
1883. 
Centrarchus obsc?~rus.-De Iiay,  1842 : 30, Pl. 17, Fig. 48 (original description; Onondaga 
Creck, New Yorlc) . Giintlicr, 1859 : 258. 
The separatioii of Micropterzu coosae and other forms of black bass calls 
for a more precise identification of the original type of Macropterus dolonzieu 
(Paris Museum No. 5243), which is without known locality. After having 
examined this specimen, Jordan (1880: 219) identified i t  as the southern 
variety of the smallmonthed bass ("Micropterl~s snlmoides var. salrnoides" 
Jordan and Brayton, 1878 : 31-32 = il!licropterzt.s coosae). Vaillant and Bo- 
court (1883), on the contrary, cllaracterized dolorniezc as having even smaller 
scales than the northern form, which they callec'l ~~ariabilis.  Corlfrouted by 
this conflicting evidence, we asked Jacques Pellegrin to re-examine the type 
of dolomiczc, in accordance with the methods we have followed (see pp. 9-10), 
so as to cletermine its diagnostic characters in terms of the present revision. 
EIe has reported the characters of the type to be as follows: 
Dorsal, X, 7 t 3 (an accidental injury having widely separated the soft 
dorsal into 2 fins) ; anal, 111, 11 ; pectorals, 18-18. Scales, 10-74--17. 
L i n g ~ ~ a l  teeth present posteriorly. Rows of small scales evident between the 
dorsal soft rays. Upper jaw estending to below posterior border of eye; its 
length, 2; in  head. Dark lines visible along the rows of scales below the 
lateral line. Standard length, 210 min. ; total length, 258 mm. 
Considering these characters, we regard it as safe to continue the appli- 
cation of the name dolomiezc to the iiorthern smallmonthed bass. The pec- 
toral-ray coixnts are entirely distinctive and preclude identification with 
coosac. Likewise, the number of lateral-line scales, the anal-ray count, and 
the indicated length of the soft dorsal, point to the northern smallmouth. 
The fact that the counts of the scale rows above and below the lateral line 
are lower than those which we give is probably without significance, as the 
niinnte scales near the fins would not likely be countable in the ancient type. 
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Since Jficropterzcs dolo?raiezc is not native to South Carolina, the sngges- 
tion of some authors that the type locality of the species lay in that state 
seems highly improbable. It is hypothecated that the type locality may have 
been Lalre Champlain, mdiich was the only readily accessible part of the 
range of the northern smallmouthed bass in the time of Doloniieu. 
Tlle typical subspecies 01 Micropterus dolon~iczc is diagnosed in the key 
(p. 12). Variational data are presented in Tables I-VII. Record stations 
are given on Map 2. 
GENUS HURO CUVIER 
Huro.-Cuvier, i n  Cuvicr and  Valeneienncs, 1828 : 93 (124-25). IIaplotypc, Xuro  nigmcans 
Cuvier. 
Grysles.-Of authors; not  of Cuvier. 
Ap1rtes.-Of authors;  not  of Rafinesque. 
Micropterus.-Of authors, i n  p a r t ;  not  of Lae6pi.de. 
Until recently the largcmouthed bass and smallmoutlled bass were con- 
sidered as congeneric, but EIubbs (1926 : 71), primarily on the basis of differ- 
ences in the structure of the pyloric caeca and in the squamatioii of the 
dorsal and anal fins, referred them to separate genera, Micropterus and 
A p l ~ t e s .  The recent discovery that there are not 2 but a t  least 4 species of 
black bass has necessitated a revision of the generic status. The 4 new 
forms described in this paper, as well as LIT. pscz~daplztes IIubbs = M.  punctu-  
l a t z~s  (Rafiiiesqne), agree with M .  dolorr~icu in the structure of the pyloric 
caeca and in the sqaamation of the fins, and are conse(~ncnt1y assigned to the 
genus Micropterus. Hzcro is thus left with a single species, salmoides. 
Recent additions to our distributional linowleclge of the various species 
of black bass reopens the question of the generic name to be applied to the 
largemouthed species. Earlier worliers generally coni'ouacled M. punctzclatus 
with salmoides, and this confusion probably led to erroneous records of the 
largemouth in the Ohio Valley (the type locality of Lcponzis pallida Rafi- 
nesyue, which is the genotype of Apl i l c s ) .  Tlle recent exhaustive fish survey 
of Ohio by lililtoli B. Trautman has revealed that the largemouth, despite 
inteiisive stocking, is rare and is alniost ~21olly coiifiiied to man-made still 
waters in the southern part 01 tlie state, ~vl~ereas pzcnctzrlatz~s is abundant 
and is generally distributed there. We again turn to the original description 
of Lepomis pallida and find no statement diagnostic of the largemouth, other 
than the probably erroneous statement that the dorsal is almost divided into 
2 fins. Since the charactcrs given apply in part to Micropterzcs d .  dolornieu 
and in part to M. p. pzrnctzclatz~s we consider the name as a complex, and as 
nomenclatorially referable to punctu la tz~s .  The name Apl i tcs  is thereby 
relegated to the synonymy of Microptcrzis Rafinesque, 1820, leaving H u r o  
Cuvier, 1828, as the valid name for the present genus. (See also synonymy 
of Micropterzcs, on p. 13.) 
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The clistinctive characters of Hziro are given in the key on p. 13. I t  is 
believed that H w o  represents a specialized offshoot of IMicropterzcs, but that 
no living species of that genus is directly ancestral to Hzcro (Fig. 1). Huro  
salnzoides is very siniilar i11 color pattern to M. pzcnctzilatzi.~, and i t  is pre- 
sullied that the corninon aiicl probably primitive characters of color pattern 
preserved i11 these species are olclrr than the stractural differences ~lliich 
separate the genera. 
LARGEMOUTI-IED BASS 
(Pl.  I, Fig. 1; P1. 111, Fig.  2.) 
Labrus sa1moides.-Lao6phde1 1802: 716-18, PI. 5, Fig. 2 (opposite p. 158) (original 
description; "les rivii.res de la Caroline ' ' ; Charleston, South Carolina, may be 
regarded as  the probable type locality, since tha t  city was the center of Bosc's 
collecting). 
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Grystes salmoides.-Ag:~ssiz, 1850: 296. IIolbrook, 1860: 28-31, colored PI. 4, 
Fig. 2 (bmncllcd pyloric caeca noted; abundant in Florida, Georgia, and 
the C:lrolinas, but not foulid north of Virginia). 
Uiopliles wnlrno%tdes.-Vaillant :ind Bocourt, 1874: PI. 4. 
Microptcrzu snl?t~oides.-Gill, 1864: 93. Hcnshxll, 1881: 110, etc., figs. opposite 
pp. 62 and 65 (cxccllent synonymy). McKay, 1881 : 93. Jordan and Gil- 
bert, 1883: 484-85. Bollman, 1891 : 577-78, PI. 72, Fig.  3. Jordan and 
Evcrrnann, 1896: 1012; 1900: 3268, P1. 163, Fig. 432. IIenshall, 1904: 
41, etc., figs. ol~posite pp. 24 and 38. Fowler, 1906: 520. Forbes and 
Richardson, 1909 and 1920 : 2132, 267-69, colored pl. (frontisl~ieec). 
Aplites salmoir1es.-Hnbbs, 1926 : 71 (removed from Microplevr~s) .
Huro ra1moides.-Jordan, 1929: 145-46. 1Iubhs and Coopor, 1936: 13. Hubbs 
:111ci Bailey, 1938: 15, 18-20, 1'1. 1, Fig. 3. Iiullnc, 1939: 94, Fig. 64. 
M%cropteru.s sa1ntonoides.-Roulci~ger, 1895 : 16-18 (emended spellii~g). 
Perca tr?tltn.-Bose, MS, in Laci.pi~clc, 7802: 717 (based on same description and figure 
as  1;. .salrno%des) .
Cielhla P1oridana.-LeSueur, 1822 : 21 9-20 (origi11:ll deseril)tion ; eastern Florida). 
Microptcrz~s flor,idanus.-Goode, 1876: 63. Jordan and Copeland, 1876: 137. 
H u ~ o  /Zoridan,a.-Jordan, Fvermann, and Clark, 1930 : 297. 
Huro ?rigricans.-Ci~vicr, ill Crlvier and Valeiiciennes, 1828: 93 (125-26), Pl. 17 (original 
description; Lake Huron). De Ii:ry, 1842: 15, P1. 69, Fig. 224. Giinther, 
1859: 255. 
Cr?/.slcs n.igricans.-Agassiz, 1850 : 297. 
Microplcr7ca ~!%gricans.-Cope, 1865 : 83 ; 1868 : 216 (lower part  of Jaines River, 
Virginia) ; 1870: 451. Jordan, 1876: 229-30. 
Cr:jstes no7I.ili.s.-Ag:~ssiz, 1854: 297-98 (original description; Tennessee Itiver, IIuilts- 
villc, Alabama.) .$# 
Grystcs nzrecensis.-Raird arid Gira.rd, 1854: 25 (original description; Rio Frio and Rio 
Niieccs, Texas). 
Dioplites ni~ecensis.-Girard 1858 : 4-5 ; 1859 : 3-5, P1. I ,  Figs. 1-4. 
Grgatea rt7e~]uslo?na.-(::lrlick, 1857 : 108-10, fig. on 11. 108 (original description; hays of 
Idake Erie and moutlis of t ~ l b n t n i  y streams). 
M~croptrri~.\  palladits (misidentifications; not of Rafinc~sclue).-Jord:~n, 1 8 7 7 ~ :  314 (in 
part)  ; 187771 : 34, 43. 
Percn fZavc~scrn.\ x lZ?uo flo~atluna (misidcntificntio~i of a liunchbacked IT~cvo as an inter- 
fairllly hybrid) .-Fowler, 1935: 23, Fig. 51. 
As i~idicated by Jordan (1880: 2 2 0 ) ,  Tiab~zis  salnzoidcs ~ v a s  described by 
Lac6pBde solely on the basis of the mannscript communic~ation and drawing 
furnished by Bosc. Among the characters assigrled to this fish in  the original 
account, the tootllless tongue, the large size (6  or 7 decimeters), t,he abun- 
dance, and the large mouth (clearly indicated i11 the figure) are so diagnostic 
of the largemouthed bass that i t  is difficult to understand ho\v the iiai~ie was 
ever thought applicable to $1. d o l o n z i ~ ~ ~ .  The same characters preclude the 
identification of LaOrz~s sa ln~oidcs  with J l i c r o p t e r ~ ~ s  coornc, the only other 
blaclr bass native to Sout1.1 Carolina. Cichltc floridana LeSuear, Hul-o nigri-  
cans Cnvier, Grys tcs  nobilis Agassiz, Grys ics  nzcecrnsis Baird and Girard, 
9Cotypes of Grystes nobzlw, M.C.Z. Nos. 9661 (5) and 21786 (3) were found 
referable to Huro sulmoadrs. 
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aiid Grystes nzegastoma Garlick are all quotable as synoiiynis of salmoides 
on the basis of the characters indicated in  the original descriptions and 
figures. 
The specific characters and range of Hzcro salrnoides are stated and com- 
pared with those of all recognized forms of ,Uicropferzcs, in  the key to the 
species of the 2 genera. Fin-ray, scale, and vertebral co~uits are given in  
Tables IV-VII. 
Considerable evidence, including that presented by Viosca (1932), indi- 
cates that Huro  saLnzoidcs will be found on careful study to be a complex of 
at  least 2 subspecies or species. Such an investigation remains to be made. 
CONCLUSIONS O F  GENERAL SYSTEMATIC INTEREST 
The increase in the number of recognized species and subspecies of black 
bass from 2 or 3 to 7 is a new confirmation of the richness of the fresh-water 
fish fauna of eastern North America. Evidence that a t  least 4 additional 
forins of fllicroptertcs may prove worthy of noineiiclatorial recognition con- 
stitutes one indication, among many, that the task of differentiating and  
naming the nleinbers of this fauna still remains incomplete. 
The great variability of fresh-water fishes in  numerical characters is well 
illustrated in  Micropterz~s (Tables I-VII) . 
The phenomenon of peripheral differentiation is strikingly exemplified 
in  the black basses. The evicience for this coiiclusion is briefly stated on 
pages 7 ,  16, 19-21, and 28-30, and is presented in par t  on the distributional 
maps (Maps 1 and 2 ) .  
Interspecific hybrids among the blaclr basses appear to be extremely rare. 
No authentic hybrid involving Hzcro is yet kiiowii: Fowler's (1935 : 23, Fig. 
51)  idclltification of a hunchbacked Huro  as an  interfamily hybrid 
("Perca flavercc.rcs x Hacro jloridana") is too absurd for further commeat. 
Specimeils tentatively reported as hybrids between ikIicropterzrs pse~cdaplites 
(= M .  puncfzclatu.~) and M .  dolonzic~r by I-Iubbs aiid Ortenburger ( 1 9 2 9 ~ :  4 2 ;  
aiid 1929h: 105) are now believed to represent an extremely variable form 
(wichslae) allied to M.  punctaclatzcs, arid restricted to West Cache Creek in  
southwestern Oklahoma (p. 19 ) .  011 the basis of its intermediate color pat- 
tern, a young bass collected in Talladega Creeli, Talladega Coniity, Alabama 
(Coosa River system), in association with series of M. coosae aiid iM. punctu- 
lalzcs henshall7, is irlterpi-eted as a llybricl between these 2 species. Two 
which are almost certainly hybrids between JItcropter~cs d. dolornieu and 
M .  p. punctulat~cs were collected respectively in southeastern Missouri and 
in  northern Alabama. The structural characters of tliese speciniei~s are com- 
pared with those of the presumed parent species in  Table 11. 
The hybrid from Missouri (U.M.M.Z. No. 115758), a young specimen 56.5 
mm. in  standard length, collected in  Black River, See. 8, T. 25 N., R. 6 E., 
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Dorsal soft rays . . . .  
Anal soft  rays . . 
Scale rows in  latcral 
line . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Above lateral line ... 
Rclow lateral line ... 
Around caudal 
peduilele 
Pectoral rays . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Vertebrae . . . . . . .  
dolomieu IXybrid 
do lomieu  (Alabama) 
- --
Avcrngc, 74.4 1 66 1 67 Avrrage, 63.7 
(usu:~llv 71-77) 1 (usaallv 60-68) 
Usually 14  
Usually 11 
Hybrid punc tu lu t r~s  
(Missouri) punc t z~ la tus  
on July 22, 1937, is intermediate in color pattern between M. d .  dolomieu 
and M .  p. pzrr~ctzclalns. The dark lateral ba ld  of M .  p. pnnctulatus is dis- 
rupted into a series of distinct darli blotches which correspond in position to 
the iiitersectioiis of the vertical bands of young ill. d. dolonziezb and the longi- 
tudinal band of M. p. punctz~la t~rs ,  but do not extend so far  dorsad and 
ventrad as clo the bars in M. d .  do lomic '~~.  A series of solid dark rhomboidal 





caudal spot is present, and the caudal band is very dark. 
The dolo~nieu  x p.zcnctulatus hybrid from Alabama (U.M.M.Z. No. 
117437), a young specimen 76.2 mm. in standard length, collected in Elk 
River, tributary to Tennessee River, Limestone County, Alabama, during 
October, 1936, is very ualilre the preceding specimen in color pattern, al- 
though agreeing well in structural featares. A nnmber of dark scales are 
scattered irregularly over the body, but, altliougli the preservation is excel- 
lent, there is no characteristic pattern of vertical bars as in young dolomieu 
nor any marked lateral band as in punctnlatus.  A number of faint, light- 
centered rhombs along the lateral line on the caudal peduncle are strongly 
suggestive of the pattern in velolc and coosae. The basal caudal spot is ob- 
scure, and the caudal band is very faint (much Inore as in yearling than as 
in young specinlens of either species). 
There is sorne evidence, however, to support a view that hybridization is 
a frequent and significant phenomenon i11 Micropterz~s. Although the types 
of M. punctulatzcs wichitae allnost certainly do not represent a fusing popu- 
lation of M. p. pz~nctz~lalzcs and ill. dolonzieu, as once thought, i t  may well be 
that the form wichitae is the product of earlier hybridization between the 
2 species (see p. 19) .  Similarly, the aberrant specimens from the basin of 
Black Warrior River (p. 28) rnay represent in toto the product of the pres- 
ent or past hybridization between M. p. henskalli and M.  coosae. At other 
localities henshalli and coosae may hybridize extensively. I n  the collection 
Usually 12  
Usually 10 
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from Talladega Creek, Alabama, several speciiiiens are none too readily 
referable to either form, and the most intermediate example is definitely 
thought to be a hybrid. I n  the X7ichita Mountains of Oklahoma, as well as 
in Blouiit Springs and Talladega Creeli in Alabama, the color pattern and 
other characters vary in such a way as to suggest the possibility of extensive 
hybridization, past or present. 
The characters of the various forms of blacli bass suggest the possibility 
that hybridization may have played an important part in the process of their 
speciation. As noted in the original description of Micropterus pseacdaplites 
(=&I. p. pzcnctz~lats~s), this form in inost characters is intermediate between 
Micropierus dolornieu and IIuro salmoides, or combines the characters of the 
2 species (Ilubbs, 1927). I n  most of the distinctive features, M. d. velox 
approaches M. puaciulatz~s, so that one might assign its origin theoretically 
to past hybridization between M. punctztlatzcs and M. d. dolomieu, followed 
by backcrossing with cloJonaic7c, and inbreeding (plus selection?) to produce 
constant characters. M. p. wichitae, the intermediacy of which between 
M. p. punctulatzcs and M. dolorniezc has already been stressed, might have 
been differentiated by an almost identical process, involving, however, a 
baclrcrossing with M. p. punclzclatzcs before inbreeding set in to standardize 
the characters imperfectly. M. coosae might have been produced through 
the complete amalgamation of a small soatheasterii popnlation 01 M. do- 
lornieu into a more abundant stock of a pz~nctzclatzu-like form; with subse- 
qaent changes after the characters becaiiic stabilized through inbreeding. 
At present i t  can neither be proved nor disproved that the speciation of 
the blaclr basses has been the result of hybridization. An alternative cxpla- 
nation is that the iiitermediate characteristics of some forms reflect iude- 
pendent speciation, resulting perhaps from parallel mutation or atavism. 
A second alternative is that the intermediacy of such forms is due to their 
origin from ancestors which in the phylogeiiy of the group intervened be- 
tween the 2 other forms concerned. A theoretical phylogeny in line with 
this explanation of the characters of the several blacli basses is given in 
Figure 1. We do not venture to choose betweeii these alternative theories 
concerning the origin of the species of black bass, but plan to study the 
problem further. 
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P I  opoitiolls of head length 
Head width (+) 
Orbit length (-) 
Interoibital n id th  (t) 
Snout length (t) 
Upper j a ~ r  length (t) 
Lower jaw length (t) 
Proportion of leiigtli of highest 
dorsal spine 
Loxvest doisal spine (+) 
!% 
TABLE I11 
>~EASURENESTS OF THE SIX RECOGNIZED FORMS OF MICROPTERUS 
The proportions are expressed as thousandths of the standard length, of the head length, or of the length of the highest dorsal spine. 
For  each charactei there is  given in italics the average ralue and in  parenthesis the range of  ariat ti on. Proportions vhich increase with 
age are designated (-) ; those nhich decrease q i t h  age by (-). 
' Only 2 1  measuremerits for  the length of the caudal peduncle. 
t The 34  measured specimens of M. p. henshalla averaged only 53.4 mm. in standard length (range, 26-135 mm.). 
i More measurements lvere used for 3 characters: 145  for  the greatest depth, 141 for  the lpnst depth, and 139 for the body width. 
Species or Subspecies 
Xumber of Measurements 
P I  oportloils of stnlrdai d length 
Head length (-) 
Greatest depth ( 
Least depth (+) 
Body width (+) 
Caudal pedun 
Pectoral lengt , 
Pelvic length (-) 
Highest dorsal spine (-) 
Lowest dorsal spine (-) 
Highest dorsal soft ray 
Highest anal spine (-) 
Highest anal soft lag  (-) 
M. d. dolomiell 
19-2 0 
3 5 2 ( 3 2 C 7 4 )  
302(282-345) 
1 2 2  (111-32) 
1 6 4  (148-80) ' 
212  (186-228) 2 
1 7 3  (162-89) 
1 6 7  (154-74) + 
8 2  (72-96) 
54  ( 4 6 6 7 )  3 
139  (128-62) 
7 3  (56-89) 
1 4 1  (125-52) 
X. p. punctulafus 
30-32* 
X .  cl. veloz 
32-38: 
X. p. henshalltt 
27-34 
364(348-81) 
261  (222-92) 
118 (106-32) 
1 4 4  (129-71) 
215  (195-254) 
1 8 2  (157-211) 
1 7 5  (159-92) 
9 1  (76-103) 
5 7  (45-67) 
1 4 6  (135-65) 
77 (57-93) 
M. p. wzchztae M .  coosae 
9-10 1 23-26 
- 
357 (318-79) 356(333-86) 
248(216-330) 231  ( 2 1 6 6 7 )  
116  (99-135) 1 0 7  (98-114) 
1 4 4  (121-99) 1 4 2  (123-66) 
240 (208-69) 234  (215-54) 
187  (152-204) 1 8 0  (152-201) 
351 (328-67) 
258(243-85) 
1 4 8  (141-57) 
358(336-15)  
278(253-99) 
1 5 6  (141-73) 1 1 4 4  (130-57) 
1 1 3 6  (155-91) 1 6 4  (151-81) 1 6 5  (155-73) 
37  (78-109) 9 5  (80-106) , 8 3  (75-97) 
52 (38-63) 5 2  (44-58) 
151(128-61)  
78 (45-89) 77 (68-88) 
169  (159-85) 




119  (110-28) 1% (116-38) 
1 4 6  (125-85) 1 154  (143-69) 
228 (204-42) 228 (212-43) 
1 7 9  (171-89) 1 8 5  (165-97) 
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TABLE IV 
FREQUENCY DISTRIRUTION OF THE NUMBER OF FIN RAYS IN MICROPTERUS AND nuno 
(For metliod of counting, see p. 9.) 
- 










M .  p. ptmctulatus 
M .  p. lre?i,shalli 
M. p. wicl~i tae 
M. coosae .................................................................... 
...................................................... M. d.  velox 
Intergrades 
M. d. dolom' 










Number of Dors:ll Soft Rays 
M .  p. punct?slat~ls 
M. p. I~cnsl~all i  
M.  p w ~ c l ~ z t ~ c e  
M. coosae 
M .  d .  velox 
Jntcrgrades 
M .  d. dolon~~etc 
lIts1.0 ~ u l l l l o z d e ~  











12  13  14 
- - - - 
159 25 1 
43 8 
18 80 10 
93 8 
13  255 140 
1 64 249 
1 17 200 
13  55 7 





M. p. ptcacttclat 
M. p. hensi~all i  
M. p. u ~ i c l ~ i t a e  
M. coosue . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
...................................................... M. d .  velox 
M. d.  dolomiet 
Huro sal?noides 
I Number of Anal Soft  Rays 
M. p. p t~nc t t~ la tus  
M .  p. henahalli 
M .  p. tuicl~itae 
M. coosae ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
M .  d .  velox . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
M. d. doloinieu . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
H u , ~ o  salnioides 









M .  p. pc~nctcslatt~s 
M .  p. Ilcnshall~ 
hf. p. wkcliatae 
M .  coo.sueX 
M .  d .  velor: 
M. d.  rlolo?nactc 
R?cro sa111~oade.s 
* One count of 11, not entercd in the table, was used in computing thc average. 

- - -- -- --- 
Sumher  of  Scales Around Cauilal Peduilcle 
28 1 29 I 30 1 31 
-- 
31. I? nzinct 117nf zis 226 24.44 
L L 
Ilitel grades I 6 ' 1 3  26 2 9 . 0 8  4 
.V. p.  henshalli  3 8 27.55 o 
X. p. tviclzztae 
I 
1 4  25.86 Z 
M. coosae 2 7 9 23  1 1: 16 1 3 1 73 1 48.31 o 
11. (7. iiolo?~zzezc 1 4 4 1 1 5  
H1i1.o sa111101des I I 3 26.60 -- 
Sull lbel  of Ron s of Scales o n  Cheek w 
1 3  
31. p. p i i n c t l t l a t ~ ~ s  1 2" 40 9 1 155  14.63 m 
11. p. 7 1 ~ 7 1 ~ J 1 ~ 1 1 ~  1 3 9 
31. p. tuzchltue 2 2 
3.1. cooscle 9 1 
31. (7. v e l o ~ ,  3 5 16.76 
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" (:or~nt,s of tllc 1:~tcr:rl-liirc scnl(,s for sl)cc~ir~ier~s f , om tlrc 111)l)tr I<ni~:~nl~n.  (New) 
lt,ivclr syslrrn i l l  Wcst Virgi~r i :~  n~tl Vil.gii~ia n1.c cxc.lnded, l)cc.:~usc ill this 1c1gio11 tllc corlllt 
is s o n ~ c ~ ~ r l ~ : ~ l .  11iglrtr tli:111 over tllcs ~.c~rn:rii~tl(>r of tlie rnilgts; t l ~ c  liiglrcst colrrit f o r  t,l~c sub- 
syccies is 72. 
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TJ\I:~,R VTT 
FREQUENCY DTSTT~IIIII~I>ION 014' r ~ ' ~ ~ ~  NTTIIIIFR OF TTICRTICI~II'. IS 
~ ~ 1 ( ' 1 2 0 1 ~ ~ ~ 1 ? 1 ~ ~  A N D  ~ U R O  
--p ~ ~ 
- - 
Nlcml!cr of C1:rucl:rl Vcbrtcl,r:~c 
~ - - -. . . . - ~ 
18 
--- 
ill. I ~ .  pll?lcl7f~nllt.s 4 
ill. 1). /ll~tl.~llfllZi 
ill. 71. t~ic1lilaC 
I f .  coosac 18.00 
i l l .  (1. vc loz  1 17.15 
Af. (1. tlolo?t~ iclc 3 I (i.96 
ITtfro s t t l t~ io i t l~~s  11 2 13 17.15 
- -- - - -- 
'I'ot:~l Number of Vcrtcl)l.:lc 
- 
:It' 33 1 1 1 ~  Avcr:~ge 
-. - - -- 
d l .  p. prt?~ctrtlalrrs 
J f .  p .  /1(:?1s11alli . . 
M .  11. tuic7~ilue 
BI. coosac 
J l .  (7. ?.clan: 
M .  (1. rlolo~~t~iczi 









- - -  
4 1 
19 
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I l l J l i R S  AND UAII~I~::Y 
Fi~~gcl.liilgs ol' sis I'ol*~rls ol' blacdlr bass 
I G .  2. ,Vic~.ol~lcrcrs ]~~~~tc . t c i l c z l t~s  ~ / r ~ ~ r c l r i l n l r ~ s :  IT.hl.RI.%. So. 97098, :I slic'rilllvl~ '19 111111. 




1II;RIJS AND T3AlI~l;T 
1'1,ATE TTT 

IIURBS AND BAILEY 
PLATE I V  
TTTO iiev- subspecies of black bass 
FIG. 1. J ~ ~ C T O ~ ~ C Y I I S  p i ( ? l c t ( ~ l a t ! ~ ~  he? .slrnlli: U.M.M.Z. KO.  111265, n p:rr:itype 96 111111. 
in st:ladnrd lengtli, f rom Ul~linpec C~eelc,  car Tusltegec, Alnb:~mn (type locality). 
FIG. 2. J P ~ C T O ~ ~ C T I I S  dolomieu velar: U.M.1I.Z. hTo. 118296, the l~olotype,  159 mm. i n  
stnndnrd length, f rom Elk River, a t  Turkey Ford,  Olrlahomn. 

1 1  11111<8 AND l3.\1LEY 

PLATE V I  
As indicated in the description of the species, this plate shows the speckled holotype 
and bclow this a spccimen of similar size but colored more like typical M. p. punctulatus. 
The three fingerlings arc to the snnie scale. 

A solid line n1:rrlts t l ~ c  strcaii~ cliridc s e l~ :~ ra t i~ ig  tl e rallgcs of Jf. 21. p~r?fcitll(ttfls and 
JI. p. 71~ns7rnlli. Tlic co~iecntrations of dots in Oliio, Illinois, Blaban~a, and Missouri 
reflect interlsive surveys, w11erc:ls i~rcomplctc ichtliyological esplorntioiis explain the 
~auc i t , y  of records in I ~ ~ d i a n a ,  ~vcstcrii Tennessee, west-central Alnbmna, Mississippi, and 
soiiic otlrcr r c g i o ~ ~ s  within thc range of thc species. The undetermined subspecies of 
F1orid:r   lid Texas are referred to in the text (pp. 16, 21, and 28) .  
Soi~ic (1o11bt is attached to the occurrence of M .  p. punclnlntris in Ottcr Creek, 
Oltlalrom:r, just \vest of the iso1:ltcd range of df. p. wicl~itae. This record is bascd on a 
siirglc spccimcri which might represent a stock of toichitae, althongh i t  agrees well wit11 
tyl~ical  prrrtcl'?tltitns in coloratio~i and other c11:tracters: dors:rl lays, X, 12;  :~iial rays, 
111, 10;  pectoral rays, 15-1 6 ;  scalcs, 8-65-16; 14 rows 011 cliccB, and 25 nronnd caudal 
pcdunclc. 
Wit,li t l ~ c  cxcept io~~s  ilidicatcd below, all entrics arc for specin~ens esaini~iccl by tlle 
a~ithors,  artd i ~ ~ o s t l y  deposit,cci in t,lie University of Michigall Museum of Zoology, U~iited 
States N:ltional Muscum, l I n s c u ~ i ~  of Comparative Zoology, Philadclphia Academy of 
N a t ~ ~ r a l  Sciciiccs, Arneric:rn Muscrim of N:rtnr:ll History, :lnd TJniversity of Oltlalion~a 
Il lusc~~ni of Zoology. 
Thc indic:~ted rccord stations for thc nndetcrmined subspecies of 1'ex:rs include 
litcrattrrc reports clearly based on M. pirnc.l!tlattrs, bnt iio other records 11:1scd solclp (111 
tlic literature have 1)een utilized. 
M;~ny of the cirtrics for Illinois and the nortliernmost one for  Indiana were furnished 
by Davicl H. Thompson, of the Illirrois State Natural History Survey. Thc s ~ n r ~ l l  dots ill 
tlic Oliio nnd 13ig Muddy river systcnis of Illinois arc copicd froin Forbcs and Ricllard- 
son's distrib11tio11:~l map for ~lilioopterlls .sul~moide.r, since David H. Tllompsoli is of t l ~ e  
opinion that  almost all of these records pertain to M .  prrncttilutus. 
Tlic Ohio entrics are tnkcn in lnrgc part  from the distril~ntional m:ip for this state 
p r q ~ a r c d  by Milton B. Tmut~iian.  
West Virginia locnlitics l~avc  heen furnished 11y Edward C. Rnney. 
Wc wish to express our appreciation to thrsc iclrtlryologists for tlrcir :lid iii roil- 
tr i l~nting to the coinpletcncss of this 1n:rp. 

MAP 2 .  Dibtrib~tiuil, by record stations, of ,ll/ci.o11tci,lls (lolunllezi and 
x. coostr c . 
The nor t l~ern  :riid 1lort1ie:rstcrn 11:rrt of the mngc  of J l .  t i .  clolo~i~ie~c is not included. 
I11 tlic nre:~, of this  111:111 110 d i s t i~ ic t io l~  call lie ni:ide bctr~eeli  nntrunl linbitats ancl tllc 
prcsellcc of tllc for111 ill ccrtain arc:ls 1~cc:iuse of stocliing. 
X Ilc.:~vy line f o l l o ~ ~ s  the s t r c a ~ n  divide separating tlie ranges of Jfirroptcriis 
tlolo?t~ieii :ind Jf. coosac. Otller lilrcs, in the Soutl~west ,  follonr the stream divides wliicli 
separate the t e ~ r i t o r i c s  occnpied by J l i c ~ o p t e ~ i i s  d ,  iloloiiiieii, intergrades, and  .If. tl. ccloz. 
Tile collc'c~ltr:~tiolis of dots in  Oliio :111d ccl tain otlier regions reflect i n t e n s i ~ e  surveys. 
1Vitl1 the exce~)tioiis illdic:~tc.cl be101\~, all clitries a rc  for  spcci~ilens es:iniii~ecl by tlie 
authors. Most of this 1nnteri;ll is  deposited in the United States hTntionnl Museum, 
Uliiversity of &Iiclrig:~n 3luseunn of Zoology, l l u s e u ~ n  of Co~nparat ive Zoology, Plliln- 
delpllin A r n d c ~ ~ ~ y  of S : I ~ I I I , : L ~  Sciences, Uliivcrsity of Olilnl~onla Museum of Zoology, I o ~ v a  
Stntc College, : L I I ~  ~ \ l i t l i : i ~ ~ i : ~  P o l y t e ~ l ~ l ~ i e  I ~ ~ s t i t t i t e .  
For cert:rin ~iortlleril st:ites rye li:ive copied the recorcls g i ~ e a  011 maps for  V. d.  
rlolo?ilii~il. For  I l l i i~ois  \ ~ c  11:rve irscd Forbcs and Ricllnrclson's pu1)lisIied m:ip, il1c1udili.g 
all sontller~i clrtries, sillce 1 ) n ~ i r l  I-I. Tl~ollipson feels rc:1sonably sure tha t  tllesc were bnsccl 
oil smalhnoutl~ed r:ltlirr tllail on spotted linss; David 11. Tl~oi i~pson  has supplied some 
snpplcmentary recol.ds for  I l l i~lois .  For  Ohio we 11n.i.e copied 3Iilto1l R. Trnuti i la~i 's  11inp. 
F o r  TVcst S'irgi~iin rind Pemisylvnnin v e  11:lve utilizecl locality records furnished Ly 
Eclvnrd C. R:illey. JYe a rc  inde l~ tcd  to t l~ese  11ic11 for  r l ~ e i r  generous aid. 
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